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ABSTRACT 

Under Western Eyes: The BBC and the lranian Revolution197û-1979 
A Dbcumive Analysis 

This study explains, from a discursive appmch, how the lranian revolution of 

1979 was constructed by the BBC (Persian Service) as news story, and how 

this wnstnicted story as a text provided the lranian audiences, who 

participateci in the remlution, with a " preferted reading" of the events. The 
study gives a media narrative of the revolution as a historical "context", and 

deals with the BBC as a "sendet' in terms of its myHcreputation foP 

impartiality" and "objedivity" in representing the wodd events as news. The 

way in which the B%C as a Western broadcaster mediated in the highly anti- 

Western context of the lranian revolution of 1979 is the are  question that the 

study attempts to explore. tt does sa by analyzing the BBC news-discaurse 

based on a narrative mode1 and by showing the process through wtiich the 

BBC' "message" was encodedand dsxmWas a terd One conclusion of this 

thesis is that the BBC bmckasts to Iran a&ated in the audiences an image 

of the revolution diflerent from what was cultivated by the most Western 

media. at the time, in their domestic or international audiences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most striking aspects of the Iranian revolution in 1979 has been the 

role of the local and international media in its formation and dynamics. The 

lranian revolution offen an opportunity to study the function of revolutionary ways 

of communication as the "alternative' media (cassette tapes, mets,  strike 

bulletins, newslettets. ..) and that of international media, significantly radio 

broadcasting vis short wave, as it was 'controversially" attained by the BBC 

(Persian Service). During the revolution, the BBC, Persian Service, thmgh its 

news-discourse, connected the lranian people and refleded the revolutionary 

developments in a way that even the local revolutionary media, at least in some 

stages, could not achieve. The way in which this result was obtained in a highly 



anti-western revolutionary context by a western broadcaster is the a r e  question 

that this study intends to explore. 

It seems that each revdution provides sctroiars with its particular complex 

narrative(s), and in this regard, the lranian example is not an exceptional one. 

Yet, the lranian revolution in some respect still has remained and probably will 

remain as an unsolved riddle. Its narrative, seemingly, contains some 

unreadabilities, or in other words, it contains sub-stories, which still have not 

been completely told. Almost like polifical or economical rnodels in dealing with 

the lranian revolution, what have been given by scholars based on 

communications mode1 seem also incomplete accounts. It is so because not only 

a grand narrative of the lran revolution, but its media-based narrative also 

renders its unreadablities in ternis of unciear or hidden aspects of certain 

mediated trends and events. The BBC news-discourse during the revolution with 

its disruptive effects, if not as an unreadaMe instance, but as a substory in this 

narrative still needs to be read. What has been said by the communications 

scholars about such a crucial mie of a radio broadcaster in the revolution is 

mostly in the form of short descriptive episodes in their full accounts. 

Yet, it should be noted that, for obvious methodological reasons, this study 

does not attempt to reveal 'hidden aspects" of the BBC1s role - Le., those aspects 

which a theory of conspiracy used to assign to the BBC broadcast during the lran 

revolution. Rather, this study tries to explain and clear up, on a certain theoreticat 

ground, why and how the B W s  message, as news-discwrse, was effective in 

its target area in a given historical period. 



Based on a Jakobsonian rnodel of communication, the three chapters of 

this study deal with the BBC newsdiscourse in ternis of 'cont&; 'sender" and 

the 'message"; and thus, the whok work attempts to delimit a subject position as 

'receiver". These three chapters are connected together by what is proposed and 

examined through the whole work as "representation". From a discursive 

approach, "representation" has k e n  used in this work as a process through 

which social and cultural "meanings" are produced, and further, as a source of 

social knowledge and power. The three parts of this study open up different 

perspectives on the issue by exploring representation, first, as a "dosed system" 

in the pre-revolutionary Iran; seand, in the context of a Western newsdiscourse 

- that is, the way in which the BBC has undertaken to represent the world to the 

wotid; and third, by examining the narrative structure of the news as a mode of 

representation. 

The first chapter deals with representation as a closed, unitary system 

h i c h  was irnp058d by Pahlavi regime on the whole cornmuniation networks. 

Thus, the chapter gives a media narrative of the Iranian revotution as a context 

for the BBC newsdiscourse. The BBC's message, in fact, represented this 

context to itself. From a discursive approach, the lranian revolution is s tudi i  as 

a crisis of a mediated modemity (modemkation) and the problematic of 

representation as reflection of such a crisis in the pre-revolutionary Iran is 

discussed. It should be pointed out that, the main focus of this chapter is on 

bmadcast media, because broadcast media is dealt here as the main stream of 

mass-mediated signs of modemity in Iran. Furthemore; in confrontation of the 



State, as "power", with its opposite (the revolutionary movement), it was 

broadcast media that reprasented exdusively the 'powef. During the last monais 

of the revolut*on, the print media were not contmlled by the State and to a large 

extent could reflect the movement. However, whet is explained in respect to 

btoadcast media could be also regarded as constituent of an ideological agency 

whidi operated in relation with the print media. 

The second chapter charaderizes the BBC newsdiscourse as a myth on 

a Barthesean mode1 (1972). Thus, the chapter tries to read the BBC news- 

discourse as a whoîe, as an "identity" in the network of intemaüonal 

communication - that is, the BBC's global reputation for ' impartiality" and 

'objectivity" in representing the worfd to the wdd.  Such a reading has been 

atternpted in order to expose discursive configuntions of the myth as well as its 

paradoxical influence, and intendeû or unintended function. It has also been 

attempted in order to encapsulate üte long and cornplex history of the BBC world 

servi- as an organization- that is, historical formation of the myth. It shoukl be 

noted that, hem, the 88C's message as "news' is also dealt in ternis of its 

discursive moment of "encoding". For this purpose, Hall's m d e i  (1980) of 

enmdingJdeeoding (although it is origitlally praposed for television message in a 

domestic setting) has been adspted for a transborder radio message. 

The third chapter, through a textual anatysis, examines the way in wttich 

the BBC mediated during the lranian revdution. Therefore, a number of relevant 

broadcast news-texts has been seleded and analyzed to demonstrate how the 

BBC construded the revdutionary events in the fom of news-discourse and how 



such a discourse provided the lranian audiences, who participated in the 

tevalution, with a " preférred reading" of the revolutionary events and 

developments. In undertaking this analysis, the third chapter draws on a variety 

of semistic appmaches to the news including Hartley (1982) and Hartley and 

Montgomery(l985) . The chapter specifically attempts to adapt the analytical 

strategies provided by Barthes (1 974; 1988) to propose a narrative model for 

investigating the structure of the message as radio news. 

The main goal of this study, as a whole, is to read one of those mentioned 

unreadabiities of the lranian revolution of 1979. This reading has been tried 

through exploring the 'paradoxical" and 'contentious" e M s  of an international 

(Western) broadcast in the course of the lranian revolution. Accordingly, the 

study undertakes to fulfill a twofold task: first, to explain the lranian crisis, its 

causes and dynamics in communication terms (what has b e n  seldom done by 

media çcholars in their critical analysis based on "development" and 

'dependency" paradigms); and second, to explicate the BBC newsdiscourse as 

a polysernic and highly contextual message by examining it as a text in the 

process of encoding and decoding. The latter task can be seen as an effort to re- 

conceptualize of what has been defineci by some Third Worldsriented $chdam 

as the Western 'hegemon)' in intemational communications, and stereotyped as 

'media imperialism', 'cultural invasion" and the like, in xenophobic rhetwic of 

dictatorial and tatalitanan regimes of the so-called Third World. 



CHAPTER ONE 

A Historical Context 

f rom Grain P r i w  to Mother Goose... 

On the evening of February 1 1, 1979, in the last moments of the Pahlavi regime, 

lran radio was broadcasting to the whole country and to the wodd a piece of 

ciassical music. The few staff of National Imn Radio and Television (NIRT), wtio 

wre not on strike, chose Maurice Ravel's Mother Goose as a 'tinK k r  the 

occasional military communiqués. At the very moment of the faIl of NIRT, Ravel's 

piece suddenly stopped, then came a silence ... This silence, or 'dead air', 

marked the end of a period in lran history that had begun M h  anottier silence. 

that is, a hait in National Radio broadcasting in August 19, t953. At mat time, Dr, 

Mohamad Mossaddegh, the leader of 0il Nationalization Movement, and the 

prime rninister of lran was overthtawn dun'ng a coup staged by Britain and United 

State, and the Shah who had fled to ltaly was h g h t  back to power. Kremit 



Roosevelt, the CiA agent and the organizer of the coup in Tehran, in his diaries 

wrote about the crucial moment of capturing the radio station: 

The first signs wem odd, The tempo of the price quatations 

(grain prices] sfowed. as if the announcer were FaHing asleep. 
GradualIy, agonizingty, the sound grated to a hait. For what 

seemed an etemity, ütere was dead silence ... then a voiœ... 

came on air, ... the S h a h  instruction that Mossadeq be 

diimissed has been canied out. The new Prime Minister ... 
is now in office. ..(Roosevelt, 1 SïQ,p.l9i) 

In Iran, like most parts of the Third World, radio is not simply a medium 

for broadcasting news and entertainment Its mere transmitted code, even 

when it does not contain any verbal image, as a metonymy, conveys a 'voice", 

a voice of the nation which ironically is noaiing but the State's voice. This 

voice, first of all, connotes a sense of mtinuous regulating 'presence" whicti 

the television image tradiiionally and technically could not. Any halt, silence, or 

disturbanœ in its transmission, as the above quoted words shows, would be 

understood by the audience not only as drsfunction or non-function of the 

medium, but as a cease, a fatal destruction in, or ' absence' of, what 

structurally relates the State to the nation: m r  in the broad sense of the 

word. 

It might be said that two distinct periods in lranian history in the mid 

and late twentieth œntury have been rnarked by such an 'absence" or hait 

from 1949 till 1953, a period of troubled parliamentary democracy, free press, 

political unrest and lately a national movement against the Britain's monopoly 

of lranian oil resources ied by chansmatic @me minister Dr. Mohammed 



IWosSBdeq; and, the pst-coup penod fram 1953 till1979, a period of 

autocracy, 'depended modemkation', political repression and econornic 

boom. The latter 'halt" occurred at the crucial moment of capturing radio and 

television by the revolutionary forces. This time (1979), the voie that came to 

air, announced victory of the people, of freedom and followed by 

congratulatory messages, speeches and endless pieces of revolutionary 

music. It was a euphoric moment of victory for the revolution, the end of an era 

and beginning of another, the nature of which nobody could then foresee. 

The lranian revolution was an indigenous, populist, urban, upheaval in an 

oil-rich country that mobilized millions of the people into nonviolent 

demonstrations against the Shah's mgime. From its occurrence in 1979 onwards, 

it has been studied and analyzed by most exMing theories of revolution.' 

However, no single theoretical perspective has explained fully the complex nexus 

of varied social, political and cultural facts which brought about such a grave 

change in political life of the country at the end of 1970s (Kamrava 1990, 

Tehranian, 1 980). It could flot be thought of and explained by categories such as 

class stniggle or economic oppression. Its most unique characteristic was the 

way it did mobilire and unite such a population in various classes and with 

heterogeneous ideoiogies and political interests. It demonstrated the collective 

will of a people, a phenornenon mat, according to Foucault, was hitherto only a 

"political myth", Nobody had ever encountered it in the history of other 

rewlutions (Foucault, 1968). Coojecturally, the revoluüon was initiated by a 



media event2 brought down the Shah and his army with 'radio cassettes' and 

popular masses as its instrument (Said, 1997). And it was "liberating" the radio 

and television that brought the revolution to its 'gtonfymg" and 'tnumphal" end. 

Not the fall of gamsons, SAVAK's3 headquarters, police stations and prisons had 

such significance as a syrnbolic teminating point. From a communications 

approach, the lranian revolution reveals its m s t  unique constitutive traits as well 

as its contradictions. It was a revolution in the tekvision age white it was 

ideologically embedded in a rising powerhit secondary orality (in Ong's sense). In 

the lack of political parties and revolutionary cadre the lranian revolution utilireci 

the modem mediated communications along with traditional ones as its 

organization. Historically, it was rooted in a deep cultural and political crisis that 

the modem media had played, if not the main, but central role in its creating and 

provoking. The mass media could not make a pewasive popular support for the 

Shah's modemization and dun'ng the pars of rapid social changes and economic 

boom of the seventies, unintended effects of medial programs created a deep 

identrty crisis which manifested itseff in a full-sate revolution (Tehranian 1980, 

Serbemy and Mohammadi 1 994). 

In their limited but wdl detaiied accounts, communications scholars have 

explained the lfanian revolution as a confrontation of two opposing forces: A) the 

despotic modemization under the Shah's nile that was promoted by 

' For an accoum of these analyse see Kamrava, (1990). 
' This media event or 'aisiiinitiating" amt (in Gteen's tm) was an artide camed by daily 
newspaper Eteleat, on January 7,1978. It containeci insulting remarks and made allegations 
agalnst Khameini and led to the fia demanstratim in the haly city of Qom. Khameini at the time 
was I i i  in exile in Iraq. Dariush Homayoun, the Minister of Information at the tim later said 
h t  the article was ordered directly by the Shah. 
?he Shah's national swurity agency. 



govemmental media; and B) the lranian people's cultural and political daims as a 

W i o n  ta, or an o u t m  of such a modemkation whkh was manifested 

thmugh popular, revolutionary means of communkaüons. Aecordingly, the 

revolution has been desaibed as tradition versus technology (Mowlana, 1979); 

re-traditbnalkation versus modernkation (Tehranian, 1980) and reernergence 

of an indigenous identity represented thmugh srnail media (cassette tapes, strike 

bulletins, newsletterç.. .) against an alienated, illusory identity wtiich had been 

pruvided by the State-nin big media (Sebrny and Moharnmadi, 1994). The 

central problem in simost all ttiese critical analyses of the lran crisis based on 

communications model is their unilateral spproaches towards modemitation. 

Based upon the paradigrns of 'development" and ' dependency', ttrese 

appmaches faiied to explain modernnation as a process full of intemal 

contradictory currents and interplay of ambivalent stances. They have defined 

the process alrnost in socioecanomical rather than communications terms, as 

'pseudo -modernkatiori', "development h m  abve", 'Westemiza~n*, 

"Americanization', and explained its side effects as the ver- causes of the 

molution. Amrding to these accounts, moderniratian in lran was initiated by 

foreign powefs (mainly Britain) in ordsr to facilitate their commercial, p o l i i l  and 

even military intemnüms (telegraph technology in the late nineteenth century 

fw instance), and later, was undertaken by the Pahlavi monsrch in a despotic 

way Wich causal uprooting of indigenous economic, political, 

educational and legal instiMions. 



Although it is historically justifiable that modemiration in Iran was a fsrced 

transplantation serving the State's despatic goals, but it is alsa histotically tnie 

that such transplantation, significantly under the Rem Shah, was bmught about 

as a fuifiIlment of those national demands that had b e n  frustrated since the 

Constitutional Revolution of 1 9 0 6 ~  Furthemon, these accaunts, whether h m  

liberal perspective (Tehranian) or leffist (Serbemy and Moharnmadi), are based 

upon an essentialkt conceptuakation. They have conceptualized the crisis 

through the binarÏzation of tradition/ modern which is, in fact, laid on a p k x  

binariration of naturdcuiture. Thus, they have assumed a 'naturai" order for the 

original culture in an Eastern society like Iran, whidi in exposure to the illusory, 

alien modemiz~tion (modemity) will eventualIy re-assert its lost originality, and its 

supposedly privileged position. In avoiding such a reductionist approach, this 

study tries to make a distinction between "m~emization' as a strategy for 

development of infrastructure, and 'modernity' as a "culture' or in other words, as 

a discursive dynamic. It begins by this assumption that modemity in lran de- 

familiarized what had been familiarized as originary cuiture. AHhough agctnizing, 

mis de-familiârization opened up new spam for new political daims and 

initiatives as well as new cultural foms and products in a piooess of displacing 

and hybridii. Pasing from a pre-modem to modem society even in the West 

has not been a paintess transition. Modemity since its kginning has k e n  

4 frans- lranian rai- is an exampk, Completrd in ?938, it was îhe fint that had been 
eonstructed without any fomign finiancial i d .  WhiIe h m  a dicai pem@ivet it has been 
eriticired as a pmject plannad in a way whial hciiiitated invasion of lran by aie allied forces during 
Warld War Il. it has aka been des#ibed frwn a liaeral pemp&# as a futfiilment of a natirni 
demand rather than a m eeommic meesum achieved by ttie first Pahlavi manarch. 



carrelateci with instability and nonconformit'y and has engendered formidable 

resistance and discontent in tenns of counter-modemization in the East (the 

Third World countries) and de-modemiration in the West (Berger, 1973). 

From the first decade of the Twentieth Century onwards, lran went through 

several stages of social transformation simultaneously: transformation from a 

quasi-feudal to a modem industrial economy; fmm an absolutkt monarchy to 

political participation (the Constitutional Revolution 1906); from oral traditions 

to multi-media communications systems, and from a closed belief-system to 

an open system of beliefs (Tehranian, 1997). The process of these 

transformations was intensified during the Reza Shah period (19254941). 

Rem Shah, the founder of the Pahlavi dynasty, tried to establish a modem 

army, a secular legal system, Westem style education, modem industry and 

new dress codes that allowed the women not to wear the veil (Banani, 1961). 

It was during this period that the lranian govemment transfunned from a 

poweriess tribal aristocracy to a nation-state (Ashori, 1990), and the modem 

apparatus of such a govemment was reinfurced ideologically by nationalism 

and secularism. Serving such ideological goals, the foundation and expansion 

of modem means of communication was an integrated part of modemizaüon 

that Iran as a Third World country experienced during more than 50 yars of 

the Pahlavi nile. 

Before the establishment of the first radio station in Iran, there were a 

few hundred radio sets in Tehran. These sets along with phonographs and 

records were brought to lran from Europe by the multilingual dite who used 



to Iisten to the Berlin, Ankara, Moscow and London braadcasts. It was on 

24 April 1940, in the last year of the Reza Shah reign that the lranian 

national radio (Radio Iran) started to work. The first message that this two- 

kilowatt medium-wave radio station broadcast was the national anthem. 

Aiso in the first transmitted program the Prime Minister, Matindaftari, in a 

short speech stated that radio auld be a source of news, infornation and 

entertainment for the public and he pmmised to estabiish listening centers 

where people could Iisten to radio for free. On the same day, the daily 

newspaper, Etelaat, described the radio as 'one of the most important 

human inventions ... among the most valuable gifts of civilization and 

pmgress". The pmgrams of Radio Inin n n  f m  7 to 1 lpm and contained 

Persian and western music, drama, educational features and the news (in 

various languages). The radio sets mostly were owned by the upper class 

or upperniiddle ciass. The people from lower classes used to listen to radio 

programs in the cofbhouses and the bakeries. 

One could not mach any condusion from a short period of 

bmadcasting (1 940-41) about the whde media policy of the lranian 

government during the reign of Reza shah? Hcnmver, by generalizing the 

regime's treatment of the press to the radio broadcasting, some 

components of this policy have been explained by the communication 

- - 

Etelaat, April24. 1940. Cited by Serhrny and MamrnadL (1994). p.53. 
ln 1941 follmring the Gemwn imfasion of USSR, kause  the Allied forces were suspidous 

of the nurnber of Germans in Iran, the cbuntry, despite of her declared neutraRy, was invaded 
by the Briüsh, USSR and later by trie US. Rem Shah was forcad to abdicate in favar of his 
son (Mohammad Reza) and deported to South Afnta whem he died in 1944. 



scholars. From the beginning, radio broadcasting in Iran was largely kept 

and contmlled by the central govemment (Beeman, 1984). It was treated as 

an instrument for p o i i i l  pmpaganda and was monopolized by the 

govemment for maintaining its political hegemony and promulgating a 

simplistic ideology (Serberny and Mohammadi, 1994). According to 

Mowlana, the govemment in treatrnent of the media followed if not a fascist, 

an authoritarian theory which was pretcticed by imposing a strict censorship 

on the whole communication system. Under Reza Shah's regime, freedom 

of thought, of speech, and the press were suspended, '. . .any discussion of 

political topics let alone ctiticism d the government was unthinkable, 

dangemus even in private conversation.' ' Aaording to these general 

views, a certain concept of radio bmdcasting was formed in Iran. It was a 

concept imposed by the govemment and as a result, from the very 

beginning, radio was recognized by the Iranian audience as a govemment 

owned institution, as the Stat8- organ (the govemment's mouthpiece) and 

such a notion remained intact in the Iranian p o l i i l  culture for years to 

corne. What becornes proMematic is that sua views could not define the 

full effects of radio and television and the cultural space which was forged 

and filleâ by the newiy introduced media in the Iranian society? Although 

the constnicted notion of statemgsn was an indispensable constitutive of 

that cultural space, how can the vast populanty of radio programs in 

' Hamid Mowlana, Joumalism in Iran, unpublished doctoral dissertation, Northwestem 
University.1963. C i  in Serberny and Wmmadi, p.51 



postwar years, and later, that of the national lranian tekvision's, be 

explaineci? The huge impacts of mass media on the lranian urban and rural 

lifb were not, and could not bel imperiously predicted or determined by the 

govemment. Furthemore, the lranian govemment at the time, significantly 

in the 40s and to some extent in postwar period, was not an exception for 

its manipulation of media. Not only in Asia but also in most parts of the 

worid radio was monopolized, owned, and controlled by the govemments or 

ruling eliteg. Therefore, the formation of the Iranian concept of radio and 

television as State-organ seems to need more explanation in ternis of its 

distinct cultural and historical particulanties. 

It shoutd not come as a surprise that while there is a relatively extensive 

historical literature (rnostly anecdotal,) and analytical studies (principally 

content analysis) about the press, one could hardly find any on broadcast 

media.'' lt s h w  the extent to which the notion of the media (first radio and 

later television) as a State-organ has been norrnalized by an agency (the 

State's agency), and as a result, how far it has been pre-assumed in tems of 

either an exclusion of the broadcast media from the field of study, or in tems 

of a 'totalization" in the historical and communications researcties. This notion 

typifies the govemment's media policy in lran based on some historical fa&, 

while at the same time, as a totalized notion, it excludes some particulanties of 

-. 

Beeman (1984). to e certain extent. end from en anthropalagieal sîandpoint. rias de& with 
witural effects of mass media in lran during the Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi and his M e r  
Reza Shah. 

Sea. for exampb, Maurice Chartand on formation of National braadeasting in Canada In the 
early hnentieth century, m his 'Tedinological Nationalismm (Camd&n & u m d o P ~ a m d  
Soc;ia/ Theory, l&l.l986, pp.196-221). 
'O See, for exampie. Serbemy and Mohamrnadi's Sm# M . ,  @ RewWW : 'bibliographf 



the Iranian case. ûeliberately or not, s u d  a totalkation ovedooks the inherent 

effects of modem media in favor of an over-detemination of State's ftee will 

as the main basis of power. lt seems that for any ducidation of failure (and 

also success) of Pahlavi's media policy we need to detotalize the notion of 

Statwrgan by investigating its effects not only in political but also in cultural 

space. 

Such a detotalizatiin is in fact a recontextualization. It is an attempt to 

place the notion of Stateorgan in a historical context that was not and could 

not lx solely detemineci by the State's free will embodied in the King. From a 

totalking point of view, the notion of Stateorgan has been explained as a 

concepualization of the State's repressive and coercive political agency. 

Accordingly, this agency, which could be elucidated as well on some factual 

basis, resulted in the delegitimization of the State that in tum led to failure of 

the Pahlavis' media policy. According to this viewI Mile the legitimacy of the 

regime was an issue, despite al1 its efforts and investment for creating a 

legitimacy through founding a national identity, the mass media could not 

make a pervasive popular support for the Shah's modernization (Serbemy and 

Mohamadi, 1 994). In dealing with the crisis of the legitimacy of the regime, this 

view takes for granted a certain subjective perception for the individual, and 

obviously disregards those cultural forces that in any given historical moment 

a m  such a subjectivity. It is difficuit to determine the extent to which al1 the 

Pahlavis' reforms and endeavors met with mistance h m  the people. 

Significantly, with regard to Reza Shah, to what extent orie can attribute a 



despok nature to ail his mforms (modemization from above), and not find in 

their course, though imposed by the Sate, a recourse in brin of a resonance 

of what had been proposed by the bourgeois liberal revolution of 1906 in Iran? 

Reza Shah's reforms from the tieginning were challengeci within traditional 

layers of the lranian Society (induding the religious establishment), and as a 

result, the opponents of the Shah's reforms were forced to a silent discontent, 

but at the same time those reforms were, ".. . inspired, encouragecl, and 

supporteci by an articulate majonty of the intdligentsia,' and they were also, 

"approved and applauded by a majority of the urban middle class."(Banani, 

1961, p. 44) 

The problem is that how the notion of State-organ could be defined by 

posing it in relation not only to powsr in tenns of censorship, exclusion, 

blockage and repression exercised by the State, but also in relation to the 

networks of power operathg ni a diirent historical situation. How was this 

notion k ing constructeci, as a meeining, through a process of encoding 

(State's ideology) and deuxiing (subject position) in an altering historia1 

context? Detotalization in this sense migM not be taken as an attempt for 

reducing and neglecting the effects of power in its negative form. Rather, it is 

an attempt to mns tn ic t  a meaning in order to explore its diffbrent 

articulations according the nature of the media and the varieci modem 1 pre- 

modem social and cultural forces. In short, it is an attempt to draw out the very 

specific components of the notion in me lranian political culture. 



The first year of raâii bmadasting exemplifies the State's media policy 

during the M o l e  Pahlavi period. It shows the formatibn of the notion of State- 

organ in its outset. One might say that the noüon of State-organ was 

constructeci on a technu-palitical disposition and generatization. It was rooted 

in (panphrasing McLuhan) the "bias' and "blindnessB indu- in the Iranian 

society (like most other society in the world) by 'wirelessw technology which in 

lran existed before radio and was monopolited by the govemment, first fur 

military, and then for civic purpases. It should not corne as a surprise that, for 

a long time since establishment of radio, the Iranian people used to naine the 

radio station as 'bisim-a-Pahlavi'[Pahlavi's wireless]." Radio carne to lran at 

the time w b n  the Iranian urban communities had had a short and restricted 

expenence of what McLuhan termed as Gutenberg culture (literacy and ideas 

of talerance, ~~ality).'~tiowover.r, one could hardly attribut8 a moncpoiistic 

effect to the radio broadcasfing in the last year of Rera Shah's reign and the 

whole period of Mohammad Reza Shah. Neither under the father nor under 

the son was lran a country ruied by a totalitarian regirne in the full sense of the 

word (Tehranian, 1988, Halliday, 1979). The Pahlavis never could or intended 

to deploy what is, according to McLuhan, in the very nature of radio, its 

to tum the ' the psyche and society into a single echo chamber.'" Yet, ndio 

by revMng 'archaism' and 'ancient mernofiesa was used to devate a pre- 

lslamic culture (as a constituent of the State nationalist ideology) in order to 

'' In Bntain the word Wretess' wrs used for radio {Wuhan. 1964, p.364), and of mume with 
d m m t  eonnOt~onon 

MeLuhan, U-ng Aiimk?, p.p.297307. " fbld., p. 299. 



posa it against an lslamic one. Moreover, as Etelaat's editofial retlected, Mi 

was referred to as one of the most valuable gifts of Westem 'uvilhtion' and 

as a means of inaugurating modem values and orders in the lranian society. 

The notion of State-organ was an outcome of a treatment not only of 

the media (print or bmadcast) but the whole project of 'modernity'. Aside from 

its varied aspects, the Pahlavi regime's treatment of modemrty was of a 

dichotic nature. This dichotomy could be traced back in tenns of an 

'opennessw wtiich was, at the same time, a "closeness'. It was open to 

rnodernity through its commitment to progress significantly in techndogical 

sense, secularism, nationalism and cultural plufalism. As such, radio was 

supposed to represent al1 those principles as constitutive of modem 

civilization, which inevitably meant Westemization. It served to promote a 

national identity, universal culture and set up a 'presenr in ternis of a linear 

Occidental sense of time that seemed a rupture, a break with the 'pst'. Yet, 

such a treatment was a cioseness in fonn of a denial of the very dynamic of 

modernity. It denied what is not merely an aspect amongst others, but at 

almost the center and very sense of modemity (Modemuation). In other 

words, its closeness was to the core concept of modemity: the self-identity and 

its will to represent itself through a rational discourse, through a 

communicative process". Consequentiy, only a unitary representation was 

permitted and constructed through the media and the whole communication 

systern including political parties, unions, professional associations, dubs, and 

l4 1 have taken this idea M m  Gianni Vattirno's The Transparent Society (Cambridge. Pality Press. 
1992). 
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literary and cultural circies. The Pahlavi tegime by way of this treatment 

succeeded to make of the Iranian people a unified nation, a nation with almost 

al1 modem communicative institutions, but deprived of institutional 

representation. 

The notion of State-organ as conceptualiration of such a unitary 

representation remained relatively unchanged in post-war years when the 

centrai government was weak, a vsriety of political groups were emerging and 

the newspapers were freely published. The allied invasion, according to 

Halliday, 'almost destroyed the Pahlavi State. It was pofitically discredited by 

failure to resist the foreign amies and was undennineci by the political 

freedoms allowed to the opposition by the occupying forces. Liberties not 

enjoyed since the days of the ConstiMional wolution were restored: trade 

unions, a free press, rival political parties al1 ttirived.' (1 979, p. 24) In spite of 

that freedom, the lranian democratic movement failed to institutionalize a Party 

politics (Azimi, 1997) and independent press and bmadcasting. Almost al1 

published newspapsrs and periodids were partisan papers. There is no 

evidence of a signifiant role of mdio in making a national consensus through 

newswsting independent fmm the court as well as its political rivals. However, 

as Serùemy and Mohammadi put it, Dr. Mosaddeq, the Prime Minister, for the 

first time used radio 'to master public opinion, and developed a chatty manner 

of speaking to the whole nation over the air. He mobilized public support for 

his policies and informed people about govemrnent actions once they were 

accomplished (p.57). Beeman pointed to m e  relaxation of the pattern of ngid 



Stateantrol over the radio bmâdcasting in 40s and early 50s (p. 206). And 

Tehranian wrote, "during the political tumoil of the 1950s radio was often usai 

for political rnobilization bath by Prime Minister Mossaddeq and later by the 

succeeding govemments." (1 977, p. 258) Nevertheless, the broadcasting 

system did not assist any public participation, nor did it encourage a political 

awareness in order to mobilize people against the coup. 

The expansion of mass media was a central developmental priority of 

Mohammed Reza Shah, the last monarch of Iran. In the postcoup years the 

lranian society experienced a process of rapid industrialization and 

Westemization (or, as some scholars have describecl it: "Americaniration*). 

According to Tehranian this prucess led the country "into a period of reckless 

spending on al1 fronts-transportation and telecommunication infmstructures, 

heavy and import substitution industries and imports of consumer goods of al1 

kinds." (Tehranian, 1990,p.188). During this period, the mass media 

developed and produced specific effects that politically at the time were not 

predictable. The media were manipulated and largely capitalized by the 

government not only because of a desire for providing cheap popular 

entertainment, but rather as valuable tods for efiecting social mobilization 

(Green, 1 MO), and a public legitimization (Serbemy and Mohammadi, 1994). 

During these years the effects of radio on the lranian urban and rural sodety 

were enormous. In a geographically vast and mountainous country radio 

connected the population politically and culturally and became a vital link 

between urban and rural traditions (Beeman, 1984). 



The first television station in lran was founded in 1958. It was founded, 

m e d  and operated by Me private sector." This ammercial network, the first 

one not in lran but in the whole Middle East, was unexpectedly taken over by 

the National lranian Tekvision (NTV) in 1960." The N N  sent its first 

broadcast message in October 26, 1966, and the National lranian Radio and 

Television started to work in 1971. The tekvision network had been already 

sepamted from the Ministry of Publications in 1966 and h m  the establishment 

of the NlRT onward, the whole broadcasting system worked as an 

independent govemment corporation. At the beginning, NIRT broadcast 

covered about 4.8 million and in 1974 its coverage rose to 15 million (about 

half of the total population). In the la& year of the Pahlavi regime almost the 

entire country had been covered by radio and more than 70 percent of the 

population had television sets ( S e M y  and Mohammadi, 1994). From 1971 

onwards, the NIRT expanded rapidly in size and in the range of activities. It 

operated a total of fourteen television and transmission regional centers with 

153 transmitters of total power in excess of 144KW, covering eighty-eight 

cities and towns (Tehranian, 19n). In 1973,the NIRT, established its 

'' The founder and m e r  of ttie first televisan station in Iran was Habib Sabet, a prominent 
businessman wtm had brougM to lran some Amencan consumer pFoduds including soft 
drinks (Pepsi Cola). He was representative of same AmMcan and European companies in 
Iwn (Geruaral Electric, Kelvingt61, Westinghouse, Gerieral Tyres. Volks W q p .  RCA.. .). 
Sabet was l i i l l y  aie Q8ator cf the Iranian Pepsi Grnefation (Sefbemy and Mohammadi ). 
His entrepreneurship vas referred to by the Iranien Wsts as a very example of 'comprador 
bourgeoisie '. 

I6 The reeson behind mis act was never fully explained by dw govemment Even SaWs 
diaries, published after his death. are not clenr on mis issue (Sabef 1996). The most plausible 
reason might be mat the Shah cwld not blerate the development of any potential 
autonomous base of social powier ather than his awn (Scrkmy, and Mohammadi, 1994). 



educaüonal station and covered 73 percerit of the schools population and, 

later in 1975, an English channel for foreign residents in Iran. In addition to 

broadcasting, the NlRT had its own publishing house and published 

periodicals as well as books. The NlRT also sponsored a center for 

preservation and propagation of Persian traditional Music, a children's music 

workshop, a theatre workshop, the City Theatre of Tehran, the Shiraz festival 

of Arts, the Asian Bmdcasting Union (ABU)-Shiraz, the Young film-makers 

Festival, the Chamber Orchestra and undergraduatelgraduate programs in 

communications arts and techniques (Tehranian, 1977; Katz and Wedell, 

1 977). 

The development of communication system in this period, as Sehrny 

and Mohammadi put it, iike other deveîopment projects undertaken by the 

Shah, was a project '. . . both functional and flamboyant, a prestige syrnbol of 

development in itself as well as a potential amer of development"(l994,P71). 

Though symbol or camer, radio and television in mis period played an 

immense mie in shaping a new political as well as a cultural (symbolic) sphere 

in Iran. The Political and social stability along with the signikant economic 

growth provided the best situation for entertainment and cultural prograrns of 

radio and later, television. Radio started its golden years in the mid fifties 

(Khatibi, 1994) along with television in the sMes gave birth to a new popular 

culture of middle class (Beeman, l984), a 'mass-public ' (Cottam, 1997), 

which was a shift in lranian society demanding politically and culturally a 

space for its agencies. In responding, the mime could not adapt its pdicy 



with the pluralistic end decentralking forces of these agencies on the one 

hand. and with the pluralistic and deœntraliring natum of modem media on 

the 6ttier. This treatment refleded itself in media effects that were 

contmdidory and confiicting. Mass media, signifxmtly television, demystified 

the monarch and gave him a vu lmble  image, 'He was seen now not only by 

the palace elite who knew him in person, but by 35 million of countrymen and 

womenW(Mowlana, 1 979, p. 1 1 1). 

These wntradictory and contiicting efbds need to be defined in respect to 

discursive form of the message that was provided by media at the tirne, and the 

way in which it was remiveci by the audience. This would be to define the 

message based on two distinct structural moments of encoding and decoding 

that at both moments, the notion of S ta t~rgan operated as a 'code'. At the first 

moment, the notion of State-organ, as an outcorne of a unitary representatbn 

imposed on the cornmunicatim structure, was the dominant code in wtiich the 

message was eneoded in a hegemonic rnanner (in Hall's ténn~) '~ .  It apetated as 

an ideologicai deteminant of preferential, s8iective and rhetorical mnnotative 

structure of discourse in ternis of wtiat were pref6rred as 'reality' in newscast and 

current mirs pragrams, what ws sdected as news, and the way in wtiich the 

m m e  was framed and presented in order to convey its pnuasive content. 

Within this dominant code, unFavorable and opposing views were excluded, and 

#us, mas media, were not used for promoting a r d  politid participation, 

agenda-seüng, and social feedttack. Television, significantly, was treated mainly 

"~ere  I have used a structural made! proposed by Stuart Hall in his 'Encadinghcoding in 
Culture, Media, Canguags. p.p.128138. 



as "a device to awe, attract and rnystify"(fehranian, 1 980, p. 16). The activiiies d 

aie royal family and especially the Shah were aiways the top stories of the news 

bulletins. The Western and Third World news, athough enjoying a masonable 

cuverage, were checked and selected in a wsy that aiways refkûed th8 

gavemment views. The editorials, ceirnments were dorninantly potitical rbetoric of 

the govemrnent and the feature programs were mostiy partial and restricted. It 

was a vicious cirele at work through which, according to Tehranian, 'the 

govemment impased its own construction of reality upon the audiences and 

-ved in tum, through the media and intelligence network, its own prettified 

reconstruction of unpleasant truths" (ibid. p. 17). 

The failum in acquinng social and political efkctiveness could not be 

attn'buted to the media apparatus simply by saying mat, as Serberny and 

Mobarnrnadi have maintaineci, the new national broadcasting system (NIRT), 

". ..was a pmverful weapon that was poorly usedn(l 994, p. 67). At the tirne, t h e  

were highly trained staff warking for NIRT, they had access to alrricist ail modem 

xiphisticated technology of broadcasting, and, m r d i n g  to Mowiana, " to find 

out what kind of mass media wem needed by the Iranians, several muîti-million 

dollar contracts were awatded to Amencan and British univenities and 

communication research institutes.' (1979, p. 109) Yet, the broadcasters along 

with the whole tectinical infrastructure as ' professional d e n  (in Hall's ternis) 

could only operate inside the dominant code of the Stateorgan. Unlike the 

ideological apparatus of Westem media that permit$ this operation to be done 

unconsciously, cavertly and almost independently, in Iran at the time, it was done 



ovedy, dependently and even naively. The Shah, himself, was nevw 

represented by media as a 'person", as an 'individual'. He was always 

represented as an 'institution", as 'WE' in his speech rather than 'ID, who used to 

address the audience not as other individuals but as the nation, another 

'institution". The relative autonomy of NlRT and its structural openness to the 

modem cultural trends in the seventies was regularly altered by censorship or at 

times by programs that had been sponsored by the govemment or even by its 

secunty forces. The National lranian News agency (Pars) and the newsrooms 

both in radio and television were contmlled and directed by those editors or 

executives who had affiliation with the SAVAK or political elite, rather than by 

professional independent joumalists. 

The imposed unitary representation not only govemed the encoding 

process, but also determined the p w s s  of decoding at the second discursive 

m e n t .  At both moments, an agency in ternis of producer-encoder and 

receiverdecoder was repressed and excluded fmm the communicative chain. 

Thus, the media apparatus failed to constiiute an adaptive, negotiative (in Hall's 

terms) subjed position for its discursive product. The message was not read ftom 

a position which usually seeks to understand and take for granted what is 

dominantly defined and pmfessionally signified through discourse. At this 

moment, the notion of the Statmrgan once again operated, but hem as an 

'oppositional" code (in Hall's terms) through which the message was read in a 

contrary way and interpreted within a frame work of referenœ completely 

opposite to what was intended and supposed to be rneant at the moment of 



e d i n g .  Thus, the media apparatus at the time producd exactiy what it was 

not supposed to- that is to say an incredible diseourse. 

This incredibility was rooted in the very nature of the relation that had 

been set up through 8 unitary npresentaüan between the two discursive 

mentineci moments. Closed to any effective mediation between the State and 

the people, it was an antagonistic relation that provided a subject position in 

tems of resistance to and denial of the whde mediated discourse. This 

subjedivity was in fact a product of various negations. Being deprived of 

political agency and any real representation (de-politicized) it was, at the same 

time, reinforced through other disaurses, those of the opposition which had 

been fonned and radicalired in context of the same antagonistic relation. 

Along with the radical discourse of the left whiçh eventually tumed ta violent 

confrontation with the regime, popular modes of antimodemist discourse had 

been shaped in tems of cuitural revenion to nativism, traditionalism (Ale- 

Ahmad. and ~ha~egan) '~.  and later blamic revivalism ( Shariati) which 

dominated the lranian intellectual panorama in the late sixties and seventies 

(Boroujerdi, 1992). Hem again, another vicious circie was at work. The 

opposition, in tum, tried to constwct a subjecüvity by imposing its unitary 

" The ieading dismurse in this regard was initiated and daboratecl by the Iranian writer Jalal Ale- 
Ahmad, in his mmgraph Bnfiflsd Gharbradegi [ batlSlated into English as Westoxication, 
Weatomnia, Euromnie, Plagued by the West...j. As a terni, Ghaftmdqi  , had been wiW by 
the iranien philosopher Ahmad Fardid, then theonzed and papularited by AleAhmad the mast 
pmminent writer end social aitic of the 50s and 6ûs. 80th Fardid and At- were infiwnœd 
by Heidegger in their anti-technological views and aitiques d Westem civilization. Another 
Iranian intellechal, Danwh Shaegan ahauld be rmted h m  for his uiîigue of the West as an 
antdugical ' other". Later, Mer th 'deep shadu ' of the lranian revolutien, Shayegan 
ecknawledged itiat, ' ... we shoüld nst view rhese civilMon (ihe Western and Eastem ] as nu0 
distinct geogmphical wofids or oppsing cultural polss- ( in 'Questa qu'une riwoluüwi 
raligieuset', Le Pressa Daujaradhui, Paris, 198Z).Cited in Borotrjerdi. p.&. 



representation in ternis of denial and negatiin of not only the State's political 

diseourse, but also the wtiole mediated modemization. Any attempt to initiate 

a rational discourse between the nation and the State had to be resisted and 

disavowed because it was supposeci to legitimize the State. 

There were crucial developments in the last decade of Pahlavi ruk 

which changed the social structure, aggravated the mentioned cultural 

antagonism and consequently, brought forth the crisis of 1979. The 1 970s saw a 

rapid growth of industrialization, urbanization, a modem middle dass formation 

with new political and cultural demands, and most irnportantly, an immense 

increase in oil revenues which provided a context for polarization of the lranian 

society. In confronting with the increasing social and economic complexities, the 

Shah, in 1975, eliminated the two-party system and forrned a single party named 

rastakii-8 melat- Iran (Iran National Resurgence Party). Imnically this 

totalitarian party was planned to fiIl the widening gap behwen the people and the 

State ôy facilitating, though coercively, political participation and mobilizing new 

popular demands. Yet, this attempt from the outset was a fatal strategic Mure 

(Au'rni, 1997). Rastakhiz could only provide a pseudckparticipation which 

precariously increased popular desires for mal participation (Green, 1980), and 

thus placed the regime in a more vulnerable position. From 1970 onwards, the 

regime banned almost al1 the free press including intelledual penodicals, even 

sorne independent popular joumals and posed a resticted censorship on films 

and books whilst the vast religious communication network remained intact. The 

network, organized around some 60.000 to 200.000 mullahs was supported 



financially and idedogy by traditional middle class (bazaar) and new emerging 

vast layers of urban migrants. The increasing repression of secular opposition 

and its socialist, nationalist discourse led to hegemonic formation of lslamism as 

a revolutionary ideology and correlatively segmentation of secular opposition. 

Thus, in Fischer words, 'Mat  produced the lslamic fonn of the revolution was not 

Islarnic revivelism so much as repression of other modes of political discour~e."'~ 

Politically faited to adapt to the structural changes, Pahlavi regime by its 

cultural policies created also an ideological polarkation (Moaddel, 1993). Henœ, 

there existed two cultures at the time: the officia1 State culture that was produced 

and promoted by the media, govemmental institutions, academic structure; and a 

radical, nondicial culture as a space of resistance. There were two opposing 

narratives of the lranian identities: One was advocated by the regime through its 

Mtoric and that of the opposition. The other was dominated by anti-modemist 

discourses which by identifying the Pahlavi's narrative of rnodemity with the 

whole European modemity, and by elaborating an imaginary Occidental 'othef, 

tried to conjecture an essential, non-fragmented, non-problematic Oriental 'self. 

This inverse Orientalism gave way to theoretical transformation of Islam to a 

revolutionary ideology or Ma t  is now known as lslamic fundamentalism. 

Aanrding to these narratives, there were diffkrent "pasts" as well as different 

"presents'. Each of these narratives denied, negated and distorted the othen. 

There were three distinct institutionalued foms of œnsonhip at work: the official 

governmental censorship, the non-official religious one, and that of the left. 

l9 M i i l ,  M. Fischer, Iran: F m  Religiaus Dispute to Revalutian (Harvard University Press, 
19ûQ). C i i  in Mashayakhi (1992) p.84. 



Unlike what has been mentioned by Serberny and Mohammadi (1 994, p.38), in 

lran at the time there was not a set of different collective memaries. Rather, there 

was a collective amnesia. This state of amnesia, exacerbateci by a fatal lack of 

any political dialogue, prepared the ground for the subsequent emergenœ of a 

new generation that was, aceording to Serbemy and Mohammadi, ' with little 

independent political education and even less memory of political participation, 

but who were product of the television era and economic boom, were to be an 

active element of the revdution under lslamic banner once the boom faltered." 

(Ibid. p.73). 

In a historical perspective, the lranian crisis of 1979 was not an 

inescapable consequena of modernization in a pre-modem country; rather i? 

was rooted in a specific narrative of modemity. The dichotic nature of Pahlavis' 

treatment of rnodemity created a discursive dichotomism in the whole political 

and cultural sphere of the lranian society. This dichotomism had been reinforced 

for the yean by imposing a unitary representation on the communication system. 

As a result, the modern media in lran succeeded to regulate a national tirne, bind 

a national space, but faiied to contribute in making a national identity in the 

modem sense of the word. In the presence of arrangements of modemity, but in 

the lack of its dynamic elements, there had been shaped a subjectivii depnved 

of any institutional representation which rendered a repressed identity. A concept 

of nation was known. Yet, the people were deprived of any real political agency. 

And though as modem subjects, they were deprived of seifarticulation in cultural 



sphere. The lranian revolution of 1997 was embeddd in a crisis of 

representation. 

The incredibility of the mediated discourse led to vulnerabifity of the 

Mole communication system in the time of a%is. The Cinema Rex fire in the 

city of Abadan (the site of ail refinery in the southem Iran) in the summer of 

1978 revealed the extent of this incredibility and vulnerabiltty. More than 400 of 

the audience burned to death in the cinema. The incident shacked the entire 

country and led to the decisive strike of the oil industry workers in the south. 

While the arsonists were fiom an lslamist militant group, the religious 

opposition and some secular groups blamed the govemment and announced 

the fire as the SAVAK plot for discrediting the movernent. The government and 

its media networlc wuld not convinœ public opinion and mrnpletely failed in 

their caunter-pmpgenda against the propaganda of the religious opposition." 

In context of such incredibiiii and vulnerability the revolutionary alternative 

communication means along with the foreign (Western) media played a 

subversive role. The effectveness of the BBC broadcast discourse 

significantly might be seen in this context. lt was Sharif-Emami, the Shah's 

prime minister that, in Odober 1978, in the time of the big crisis, 

acknowledged this incredibility by persuading govemmental media to provide 

better average of domestic events, "Why shouldn't we write about strikes? 

lmmediately der  the C i n m  Rex fire. Khomeini released a mmmuniqu6 in which he pmpased 
that, 'the avaifable evidence points to a mspiracy by the kutal regima of oie Shah ta cast blame 
on the opposition g r o p  and condemn the humanitarian pnnciple of IslamS(cited in S m  and 
Mohammadi. p. 149). H m ,  it w a s  after the revolution that some documents and testirnonies 
deared up a link between aie arsonists and the clefïcal leaders. See Hamid Naficy, 'islamking 
Film Culture in Irans, in Iran, Political Culture in the Islamic Regubtic (London: Routledge, 1992). 



f he people themselves know M a t  is going on ... If our radio doesnt brOBdcast 

it, the BBC wi11 ...'at The BBC, Persian service, and to some extent other 

international print and broadcast media opened up a spaœ through which the 

Iranian movement was represented to itself, In other words, while the 

altemative media represented the rnovement as an agency against the 

structure, the BBC news discourse re-presented the process to its context. lt 

was through this te-presentation that the lranian audience saw itself as a 

pditical agent with a voice which was being intemationally heatd. 

" Cited in Beernan. p.210) 



CHAPTER TWO 

A Sender as a Myth 

Repiaenting those who annot npresent themselm' 

There has aîways been a 'myth" about the BBC in the world. Through 

transformation from a mere instrument of political propaganda during World War 

H to an international broadcasting corporation in the post-war era, the BBC 

(World Senrice) has provided a 'mm in the form of news-discourse. Flowing 

across national borders, this rnyth (in the Barthesean sense of the word) has 

conveyed a sense of objectMtylimparüality as a unique discursive 'British 

p r o d d .  In Iran, however, the myth of the BBC has a h y s  induced conflicting 

readings. It has k e n  a myth with two opposing faces - that is, myth and 

countermyth. As Julian Hale (1975) pointed out, in Iran reaction to the BBC has 

been varied from "watm welcorrteS to 'fury'. It has been welcomed as far as its 



objectivity and impartiality have been concemed and used for checking up on 

news heard from other sources. Yet, it has also been mistnisted as an extension 

of the Briüsh policy, and thus, conceptualized furiously as a colonial mouthpiece. 

The present chapter attempts to examine the formation of this myth, the process 

through which hist-lly and ideologically its discursive configuration has been 

made as well as the ways in which it has been read over time in a specific 

cultural setting (Iran). It might be noted that, to ascribe mythic 'signification' to a 

newsdiscourse (as a whole) implies a second level of meaning for it - that is, its 

meaning(s) at the surface of speech, at the first level (in Barthes' terms) at any 

given moment of signification, is being read through that of mythic meaning at the 

second level. 

From Wofld War II onwards, several radio stations broadcast their 

programs to Iran. Amrding to Serbemy and Mohammadi, "by the mid-1970 an 

estimated nineteen international stations bmadcast in Persian, and widespread 

listening to short-wave broadcast from Moscow, MonteCario, Cologne, Tel Aviv, 

and London increased in direct relation to the gmng awareness of lacunae in 

the coverage of govemment-controlled media."(p. 133). Dunng the course of 

revolution, in order to relay the message of opposition groups to Iran, several 

clandestine radio stations were set up including the one sponsored by Radio 

Moscow called the National Voice of Iran. The National Voice broadcast its anti- 

regime along with anti-U S propaganda from Baku in the Soviet Azerbaijan. 

There were also the VOA (Voice of Arnerica) and the BBC, World S e m ,  both 

of which were bmaâcast in English and undentood only by the middle and upper 



classes. Among the foreign broadcasten, the BBC Persian Service was the most 

popular one. Its popularity and prestige wem such that, according to one scholar 

who Iived in Tehran, "persons who had never owned radios before, purchased 

them solely in order to hear the BBC. Stores in the Tehran bazaar used this 

public interest as a selling point, and would tune radios to the BBC when 

customers bought them.' (Beeman, 1984,~. 214) The BBC, by transmitting its 

programs in Persian three times a day via short-wave as well as medium-wave, 

played a crucial role in revolutionary developrnents which have been descn'bed 

as, *...deprecating the regime, weakening the Shah's resolve, informing and 

instmüng local opposition about the government's weaknesses and 

vulnerabilities ... and even directing sorne of the rioters in their time and place of 

action* (Amuzegar, 1993, p. 20). 

The BBC at the time transmitted to Iran mainly descriptive texts (news, 

dispatches ...) and evaluative texts (talks, comments, and festures). The sources 

for its descriptive messages were mainly from its local correspondent in Tehmn, 

the international news agencies and the lranian Media. The evaluative texts 

(talks, comments) were m e n  by the BBC 'talk writers" or were translated fmrn 

the English newspapers (mainly the Guardhn, 77mes, and, occasionally the 

French and American papers) or were made in the fm of interviews with Iranian 

or the British sources: political or cultural figures, joumalists and the authorities.' 



Furthermore, thanks to the revdutionary situation, the BEC bmctcasting to lran 

did not funct i i  sokly as a 'one-way fiow of information" from the sender to the 

receiver. Through its local compondents in Tehran, the 8BC made possible 

some ways of audience's participation. Apart from Andrew Whitiey, a well-knm 

reporter in Tehran, a number of other BBC conespondents and the 'stringers" 

spent short periods of time in lran during the revolution4. Beeman has descriôed 

how the 8BC correspondent, Andrew Whitley, had been faced with "...an 

unending stream of telephone calls from al1 parts of the country telling him about 

clashes with military troops, strike actions, revolutionary deaths, and local 

political developments."(ibid.) Although Whitley was never forced to leave Iran, 

the regime's media reacted to the BBC by charging it with fabricating stories and 

inciting the people to riot. The lranian authorities at the time accused the B8C of 

sabotage, destruction and being a colonialist mouthpiece. Though half-heartedly, 

they occasionally tried to jam the BBC broadcasts. There were, even, plans to 

sabotage the British transmitters in Cypnis and Masitah but they were vetoed by 

the Shah (Walker, 1992). He was notably conscious of his own image as WH as 

that of his nation in the international community (Beeman, 1984). Yet, time and 

again lran made officia1 complaints conceming partial, disruptive, and 

pmvmtive role of the BBC. These complaints were relayed through The British 

ambassador in fehran or the lranian ambassador in London to the British 



government The diaries of the last lranian ambasadm in London show how the 

Shah had becorne paranoid about the BBC (Radji, 1993). 

The BBC Persian broadcasting dunng the Iranian revolution, functioned as 

an information source, and, as a supplementary source, validating the internai 

sources of information (Serbemy and Mohammadi, 1994; Beeman, 1984). In the 

confusing and chaotic moments of the revotution, it played the mie of third party, 

mediating between the Statenin media and the revolutionary media by giving 

impartial reliable reports of the events. Furthemore, its broadcast texts 

oçcasionally under such tieadings as "lt has been rurnoted in Tehran," or "lt has 

been said that ..." wem interpreted and serveci as a conduit for revolutionary 

messages by the audiences. (Pliskin, 1986) The B8C played its crucial role 

especially when the lranian journalists were on strike. It filled a vacuum ieft by 

the domestic mass communication black-out which lasted ftom November 1978 

to January 1979 (Tehranian, 1 980). In this critiil moment, according to Serberny 

and Mohammadi, " 40th the internai channels of information through smail media 

and the international channeis became vital sources of daily news and analysis. 

The W C  compiled nightIy reports of the day's events across Iran and thus 

pmvided lranians with a complete picture of their national struggte in a way that 

only extensive longdistance phone conversations couid have repiicated 

intemally." (Serbmy and Mohamrnadi, p.133) It was through international media, 

and signifmntly through the BBC that the lranians could see how the revolution 

was recognized by the international arnmunity as a legitimate national 

movement against the didatorstiip, 'in fact, the population became almost giddy 



with the orgy of media attention they were receiving, leading to statements like 

that pnnted in Kayhan [the lranian daily news paperj on Febnrary 12, 1979, the 

day after the fall of the Baktiar government ' The lranian Revolution is one of the 

greatest events in the history of the worid." (Beeman, p. 215) Aside from 

'giddiness" that is conveyed by such an exaggeration, it should be noted that 

international media attention was mted in the grave significanœ of the lran 

crisis and its consequences for the Western powers in the region, 'a revolution in 

any country is a very stmng news candidate. And the one in lran was of 

tremendous global significance . . .More than anything else. Iran's strategic 

position, not only as a supplier of oil to many countries, but as an important 

ingredient in the foreign policy of the superpouvers, made the lranian revolution 

toprated news matenal." (Vilanilam, 1998, p.90) 

The mythic signification of the BBC as a newscliscourse has been 

conjured up historically thmugh the ways in hich its 'message" globally has 

been read. As a myth5, the BBC newsdiscourse is regarded here as a mode of 

signification which points out and notifies something to its reader. It signifies a 

chain of relateâ, but not 'fPredW concepts. These concepts are historical. They 

have come into being in different historical situations and in different cultural 

contexts. They have been shaped by intendeci or unintended effects of a 

proclaimed functionality for the myth: representing the world to the worid ... flot 

only the lranian people but peopk aH over the worfd (120 million mgular listeners 

' Accnrding tn B a r t k  evctyttmig can be a myth, '. . .the u n k m  is mtiniteiy fertile m 
suggationn(Mytho10gîaa p. 1W). 



in 37 different languages) have mythologired the BBC 6. Regarded as the most 

reliable source for news, the BBC has been a voice of 'hope' for the people in 

occupied Europe during the World War II, a herald of the ' ftee W d *  for the 

people in Eastern Europe and the exSoviet Union during the Cold War, and a 

hidden spaœ of 'freedom' shaped through the 'short wave' for the people who 

have been living under tyrannies in the Third worid. The BBC newsdiscourse 

has also been read as a "colonial voice", a voice of 'imperialism' representing 

false and biased aceount of the events. It has even been amsed of toppling 

govemments in South Vietnam, 1975, in Iran in 1979, and later in Liberia, 1990 

(Walker, 1992). 

These 'readings' not only by audiences in the Third WoFtd countries, but 

also by the European fisteners, have yielded a " counter-mm" for the BBC. This 

counter-myth historically is based on some factual foundations. In the days of 

1943, during the war of propaganda against Germany, a cartoon in Punch shows 

a BBC studio and the presenter inside it who is calling upon al1 the people in 

occupied countries to rise against the oppressors, but, the caption adds, '...with 

the exception of India, of course!" (iktid.) This counter-rnyth is as dd  as the myth 

itself, but from the post-war period onward, it has been the rnythic concept that 

has become the dominant me, and as Hale (1975) pointed out, though the 

British did not have a rnonopoly on truth, the "objectivity "and "impartial@" in 

international broadcasting, has been uniquely a British product, ' as Chile exports 

copper, and Australia wool, so Britain exports honest infomüon.' (p.49) The 



dedine of the British Empire did not effect such a reputaton; rather it reinfomcl 

the mythic signification of BBC newsdiscourse during the Cold War pend. A 

nurnber of events of worldwide significanœ, such as the Suez Crisis int956, aie 

Colonels' Coup in Greece in 1967, and the Vietnam War in the sixties and 

seventies, have demonstrateci to what extent the BBC could operate 

independently in projecting views opposed to British govemment policies. During 

the Vietnam War, the BBC played its rote as an independent source and enjoyed 

an incompatible "Gd-liken authority and credibility in maintaining news for both 

sides of the conflict (ManseIl, 1982). According to Oliver Whitly, a former 

rnanaging director of the BBC World Service, 'lt has been said in Saigon, that if 

the BBC were to announce the death of the Prime Minister of South Vietnam, 

and he were to appear next day in the streets of Saigon, no one would recqnize 

him."' 

Historicall y, short-wave radio broadcasting has been an instrument of 

propaganda as well as a means for projecting the foreign policy of govemments. 

The first short-wave radio station for propaganda purposes was set up by the 

Soviet Union in Moscow in 1925. The BBC foreign language services (the 

Overseas SeMce, now cailed The World Service) began work in 1938 in order to 

reinforœ the Britain position against Geman propaganda not only in Europe but 

also in the Middle East and Latin Amenca. One can trace the origin of the World 

Service to the Empire Service of the BBC which had been founded in 1932 with 

53millinn in South A s  (CM m Wasbum, 1992, p.65) 
' m Haie, p.48 



the aim of, in ~eith's' words, 'bringing the scattered dominions closer to the 

mother country and seeing that British expatriates were not deprived of the 

benefits derived from listening in to the Home Se~k8..'(Hafe 1975, p.49) More 

than its elitist, parochial tone and the content of its program (Anglophilie 

information), the Empire setvice was impressive as a technological achievement 

for its audience. Its foundation should also be regarded in the context of British 

serious challenge with the Outch colonial broadcasting service for the indigenous 

population in the East Indies. (Wasbum, 1992) The BBC World Service initiateci 

the 'War of Words' by broadcasting in Arabic, Geman and Italian. The Arabic 

service the first BBC broadcast in a foreign language, stafled its program as a 

counterweight to Radio Bari (in Ethiopia) which had been established by ltaly for 

broadcasting to the Arab wrld in 1935. The Persian service of the BBC began its 

life in December 1940 in response to radio propaganda by Nazi Gemany in 

Iran.' 

By definition, international news as a component of international 

communication is ' the total volume of message that flow awss national 

borders" (Hamdink, 1985, p. 143). International news, and to some extent news 

in general, has been mostly analyzed from sociologicaf, economical and politii l 

perspectives based on its production, distribution, and consurnption (VanDijk, 

19%). From these perspectives, and from critiil appruaches, international news 



has been dealt with in quantitative and qualitative researches in order to 

elucidate its various economic, professional, institutional (political, legal), 

corporate or organizational biases, and thus, according to Hamelink, ' sufficient 

documentation has been amasse- to show that the international flow is in fad 

one-sided, ethnocentric, and unequally accessible to the nations."(I 985, p. 146) 

However, what has seldom been explained, or mentioned as a necessary result 

of those biases and restrictions, is the very nature of 'product", its specific 

ptoperties as a text in relation with other determinants (production, reception) in 

the whole prooess of communication. The probiem is how far a synchronie 

approach to discourse, and hem, significantly the BEC news discourse, can 

define 'historicity" which discourse renders as a polysemic, highly contextual texL 

The BBC newsdiscourse, its very specific configuration and the way it was 

received by the lranian audience could not be explofed unless it is examined in 

terms of such a historicity as a determinant in its disamive moments of 

production as well as its reception. 

This historicity as an overall meaning reflects the very interplay of the 

myth in any given instance of discourse. It could be defined by exploring the myth 

itself - that is, its historical Iimits as well as its condition of use. The B8C news 

discourse as a myth, accordingly, is not only a 'fornu, but aiso a 'historfO. lt 

embodies two parallei histories; on the one hand, the long, detailed and cornplex 

history of the BBC as an organization, as a sender, and on the other hand (in the 

case of Iran), the long and problematic history of Anglo-lranian relations. It has 

'O This ap~mach tn a text assumes t h e  a! Barthes maintaine& the more a q e m  is .speciticaily denned 
m iîs forms, the n;ore amcBablc it is to historieal criticismn AM$ûologies, p. 112 



been subiected to a long process of formation and reformatian ai the moment of 

production, and like any m e r  mm, it has been open to appropriation at the 

historicalîy wnditbned moment of its receptiin. It has impli i  certain orientations 

at the first discursive moment, and since it has not been received passivety at the 

w n d  discursive moment, it has been subjected to a process of alteration and 

d ifferentiation. 

The mythic formation of the BBC newsdiscourse can be seen in the 

wntext of wartirne. It was during World War II that the BBC gained a reputafion 

through its broadcast propaganda against Am's powers. It is generally agreed that 

such a reputation was achieved by telling the truth in a 'bold fadual' way and 

through objective, accurate reporting of events which were enhanced by 

refiecting Allied defeats as well as victories (Rawnsley, 1996). During the war, 

the BBC represented a social cohesion for the British at home and was regardeci 

by its audiecice abroad as an 'island of tnithfulness amid a sea of rumor and 

propaganda." (CriseIl, 1994, p. 13) Such a reputation for "truth-telling, honesty 

and reliability", however, was to some extent due to Allied victory and Nazis 

defeat which destmyed efktiveness of their broadcast propaganda (Hale, 

1975). The biggest failure of Goebbels, "coincideci with military 

Failure."(Wasbum, 1992, p.22) His reputation for bing 'Big Liar', to some extent. 

was successfully constructecl through AngleSaxon propaganda (Ellul, 1973). 

The Gemans at the time were well aware of how far the effectiveness of their 

propaganda was depended on its 'truthfUlnessn. Their amunts of events, 

particularly between 1939 and 1942, in ternis of propaganda or news were 



regardeci by the audience as being more tnithful, clear and concise than the 

Allied's. Goebbels, himself, used to say that 'everybody must know what the 

situation is ..." (ibid., 0.54) one can find the same daim to tnith in Hugh 

Greene's1' words about Oie BEC policy dunng the war: 

To tell the tnrtti within the lirnits of the information at ouf disposal and 

ta tdl k consistenüy end fmnkiy. fhis invohrd a determination never ta 

play down a disaster ... Then Our audience in Gemny and in the &man 

forces, having heard us talking frankly about our defeats, wuld W i v e  us 

when we telked about our victories, and the wiil to in a hopeless 

situation muid, one hopetci, be eifküveiy undminetd-I2 

Truth in propaganda, as Ellut puts it, has no a content of its own. Significantly at 

wartime, one a n  hardly make a dear distinction btween news and propaganda, 

and thus between "truthw and 'falsehoodw. However, the relative and situational 

"truthfulnesss implied by these two 'daims" could only be explained in terms of 

different social-historical contexts in wtiich their distinct discourses as 

propagandalnews were produced. 

The BBC, unlike the Geman radio, was not a branch of the British 

govemment and such a position ensured, though relatively, independence of its 

broadcasting. Following Reith's directives, the wr ld  seha of the BBC as a part 

of the BBC as a whok, served to be trusted, Were the govemment might not 

be"(Hale, p.50). And thus. in order to be tnisted by the audience, it admitted, 



during the war, defieab as weli as rnilitary successes (Wasburn, 1992). Such a 

position, oonsequentiy, maintained a 'validity" for the BBC voice, which was not 

affected by the success or failure of the British forces in the fields. 

In a cornptetely different context, radio broadcasting for the Nazis was 

inseparable from the State. It was rwgarded as an effective means for reinforcing 

the power of the State, and as an ideologicai institution, it was monopolized by 

the State in order to captivate the audience for ideological manipulation (Hale). 

The Nazi propaganda, ideologicôlly deterrnined by what was mentioned by 

Goebbels as the so-called" G m a n  race, b l d  and nation", served the tnith as 

far it served Geman victory. And news, in particular, was defined (again, 

according to Goebbels), as a " weapon of war" which its purpose was waging war 

and not necessarily giving out information (ibid., pp. 2, IO). Such a propaganda 

was as a mole a mixture of fact, drama and language manipulation (Wasbum), 

its validity ne&& increasingly to be ninforceâ by dramatic military victories and 

it was effective as far as the audience was physically enslaved (Haie). 

In responding to hectii shouting and the naurotic heroism of the Gennan 

radio, the BBC bmadcast its 'straight news ", and thus, through 'a sincere voice, 

calrnness of the speaker, t h  straig htbrward matter-of-- tone of the 

commentariesu(ManselI, p. 1631, could provide what was Iater termed and 

criticized as ' indirect propaganda" or ' propaganda with facf - that is, a mvert 

propaganda stnrduraliy based on balance and tnith in order to seIl a sfxi i ic  

political message (Rawnsley). The mythic formation of the BBC, one might Say, 



was initiated through 'mytholgizing" its message as a 'democratic propagande" 

(in Ellul ternis) dunng World War II. 

The socially and historically stnictured context of the BEC message could 

be defined according to those institutional and organizational positions and 

professional practices which have determineci it as discourse. The process of 

making news, as Tuchman maintains, could not be accomplished in a void and 

thus, professionalism assists organkational interests through ' reaffirming the 

institutional pmcess in which newswork is embedded (1979, p.12). From a 

discursive approach, the institutional and organizational positions and practices 

constitute the 'professional codes" wtiich operate within the hegemony of a 

'dominant code" at the discursive moment of news produdion which is framed 

by, acaxding to Hall, " Knswledge-in-use conceming the routines of production, 

historically defined technical skills, professional ideologîes, institutional 

knowiedge, definitions and assumptions, assumptions about audience and so onn 

(1 980, p. 129). It was during World War II that the BBC as a whole improved its 

techniques of newscasting from ' straight bulletin" to its present format as a 

combination of reading, correspondent3 report and sound actuality (CriseIl, 

1994). The 'objectivity" and 'impartiality" as professional codes were enacted in 

this period in ternis of a 'commitmenr. This eommitment has beeri, in fact. a 

strategy taken by the BBC in order to justify diversity of its positions and thus, in 

order to avoid conflict with gwemrnent (Wasbum, 1992). It has been fundional 

solely in the context of what Haîe dm'bed as British middle dass p o l i i l  

culture which is founded on a noüm of legitimate adversarial relations between 



govemment and media (ibid.). Yet, in the sarne context, as Wasbum pointed out, 

there have been varied forms of cooperation permittecl between the BBC and the 

British govemrnent (Ibid.) Therefore, in a histoncal perspective, commitrnent to 

'impartialitf' and "objectivitf has maintained the relative autonomy of the BBC 

as an organkation, and at the same time it has provided a necessary condition 

for 'dominant code' as an ideological agency to operate at the very moment of 

constnxüng the message as discourse. 

According to Hall, the dominant code is a position which, ' the professional 

broadcasters assume when encoding a message which has already ken 

signified in a hegemonic manner.' (1980, p.163) Further, Mile the professional 

code (that is, organizational positions, journalistic practices.. .) is relatively 

independent, it operates within the hegemony of dominant code. In applying 

Hall's mode1 here, some functional chamcteflstics of the BBC broadcast 

message as an international newsdiscourse should be noted. First, the 

mentioned codes in responding to their socio-historical context at both moments 

of production and reception have been subjected to development and to change. 

The BBC in the iate seventies (at the time of the Iran revolution) was not the 

same organization as it was dunng the wartime. Secondly, there has not been an 

equivalent relationship between the BEC as *source" and its audience as 

'receiver' over the worid. It can be hardly said that the sender of an international 

message is made through a number of skewed and structural 'feeâbacks' by the 

receiver. The audience, hem, is not and could not be both the source and the 

receiver as it is presupposed for a domestic television broadcast (Hall's model). 



Nevertheless, the lack of an equivaient relationship between the sender and 

receiver does not imply that there has not been any assumption about the 

audienœ at the moment of encoding the message. Rather, it should be noted 

that at this stage, assumptions about the audienœ have been made routinely 

upon pre-assumption of a œnter as sender and a periphery as receiver. Such a 

pre-assumption could not be reducible to the intentions of the writers, producers 

and editors. It might be seen as an ideological outcame of a cornplex institutional 

Pr- 

It is widely agreed that international radio broadcasting organizations 

serve their sponsoring nations and by constructing political reality via short wave, 

they reflect the interests of their governments. These 'interests" have been 

defined by the British govemment for the B8C extemal senrices in terrns of 

national obligations which were reflected in the 'License Agreement", 'White 

Papersn in 1946, or the Drogheda Cornmittee's report in 1952. According to this 

report, the British govemment has defined and recognized three fundamental 

objectives for the BBC broadcasting abroad:" i) The support of British foreign 

policy; ii) the preservation and strengthening of commonweaith and Empire ties; 

and iii) the promotion of trade and protectiori of overseas investment." 

(Rawnsley, 1 996, p.20). These objectives have been achieved by the BEC Mile 

it has tended to remain an organization, as a whole, free from commercial 

pressures and political interference (CriseIl, 1994). As a result, aithough the BBC 

does not refled everything in ternis of news, its bmûcasting has hardly been 

whdly aswciated with the British government. Thus, while the VOA 



unquestionably has been recognired by its audience thmughout the worid as the 

voice of Amencan govemment, the 8 8 C  has suceeeded to set up a reputaüon as 

an organization with a voice of its own in the wide network of international 

communications. 

Since its beginning, the BBCs relations witti the govemment have been 

subjected to vanous political influences and have pssed through several critical 

moments of conflicts and dashes. Nevertheless, as Rawnsiey puts it, " on the 

whole, it has been a striking success; initial apprehension on both sides have 

been ironed out, if not altogether resolved." (p. 17). In spite of The Treasury and 

the Foreign office involvement in its a~%vity, the BBC has succeeded in 

rnaintaining its relations based ori a mutual understanding, or as descfibed by 

Hale, on a "gentleman's agreement". The Foreign OfFice provides the BBC with 

information regarding target aras. It is also the Foreign Office that detemines 

the languages of the BBC broadcasts, but in practice, ' the Foreign Oniee 

interferes very little beyond ensuring that its views are known at the relevant 

levels of the BBC. On the whole, Mat  the BBC does with that knowledge is its 

own affair."(Hale, p.55) Thus the autonomy of the BBC as an organization 

sustains its editorial independence which maintains the prevailing credibility of its 

news-discourse. Historically, mis autonomy, however, has been relative. It has 

been dependent on the varied political involvement of the govemment in difbrent 

areas of the globe, while it has been conditioned through the process of 

diminishing imperial pow8r of Britain frorn the Second World War onward. 



The Suez crisis was the beginning of this process, marked a critical 

moment in the history of the relations between the British govemment and the 

BBC. Nevertheless, Btitain since then, though not as an empire, but as a major 

Western power has had her formidable influence on the world political stages 

(Rawnsley, 1996). In the early Mes  during the Iranian oil uisis, the British policy 

of 'gun boat and power propaganda' exemplifies such an influence. The crisis 

also demonstratecl how far the BBC operated not as an independent 

organization, but overtly as an extension of British foreign policy in a country of 

the third mirld. The extent of such an involvement will be bn8fiy mentioned in the 

following chapter as an historical constitutive of the code of conspiracy. 

Furthemore, during the post-war period and in responding to the Soviet Union 

propaganda, the relative autonomy of the BBC enhanced the credibility of its 

newsdiscourse. From a pragrnatist perspective, as Richard Crossman, the 

leading expert on British wartime propaganda, puts it, such a credibility in 

'peace-time" had to be built up in order to, 'studying the enemy, getting the 

organization set up so that, if the day cornes for a more positive it can be camed 

out irnmediate~y."'~The same position has been elaborated by Maurice Latey, the 

once head of the East European Service of the BBC, as follows: 

At prss4nt we am pushing at an opsning door. The door may close 

again. In that case, we have Our minimum objective. Broadcasüng c m  

still keep our foot in the door. ft can guarantee mat the Stalinist mode( 

of a compieteiy isoiated communist world can never again be 

* Fmm a lecture in 1952 to the Bmiah Royal IJnited Semice Insrhion. C i d  in Haie (1975.p.64) 



aîtempted witt~ any h o p  of sueerrss; and that is a great se& to the 

cause of peace.14 

The credibility of the BEC news-discourse to a large extent has been 

bound to its legal separation from the govemment. This credibility for the 

govemment, as Hartley pointed out, 'is more important in long run than any 

short terni setback caused by particular piece of adverse publicity or damaging 

revelation."(p.52) The separation between these tw institutions needs to be 

realized in practice through 'imparüalitf and 'balancen as codes (conventions) 

which operate at the moment of encoding the message as news. These codes 

are projections of the British culture, operate within it and are conditioned by 

the sarne culture. The British aoeording to Hale, 'is a society in which 

the middle class is the ruling dass, and the BBC has to reflect that society. ' 

(p.57) Thus, impartiality and balance can be seen as refiections of the 'British 

liberal c8ntrismD which used to aim at supporting the middle position. 

Operating within a system of liberal parliamentary democracy, these notions 

as professional codes translate the so-caiied approach of the 'first the Tories 

said and then Labour said" into a journalistic pWœ. In this respect, the BBC 

news, as the basis of its credibility and its mythic reputation, is nothing but the 

British view of the world constructed in a way which projects liberal cenûism 

and the positivist notion of 'objectivii as a 'British tradition" (Hale1 975, 

Mansel, 1982). 

" Bmadcasting to the [JSSR and Eastern Eumpe: B K  Lunchtirne Third Series, No.% 1964. Cied 
m Hale, tEd 



As far as it is eonstruded through a medi discourse, this view is by its 

very nature a Manichean projection of the worlct. it is bsed ori a binary 

opposition which. as Hartley and Montgomery arguediS(1985), operates at the 

deeper layers of dimurse as a primary opposition b e b a m  us/them; 

friendsienemies (war propaganda); ff omdforeign.. . furthemore, such a 

dualism operates through a central consensus on what is pre-defined as the 

Britain (the West) and what is the other and thus, it shapes the whole 

discourse in tems of ftaming and newsworthiness. f his consensus, in tum, as 

Said (1 997) puts it, is not detmined involuntarily, dictated by detenninistic 

iaws or a dictatorship, it is a result of culture. The covert dualism of discourse 

as a view of the world, accordingly, is not necessarity, determineci through a 

self~onscious manner by those who produce it (the joumalists). Rather, this is 

their culturally detemineci idea of objectivity, irnpartiality and balance that in 

tems of 'frarning" embodies such a dualism, which legitirnizes and nomalizes 

the ideological goals of the organization (the dominant code). Accordingly, as 

far as the other is to be addresseci, and as far as mapping their realities is to 

be articulated, the journalistic 'routinew implies some discursive translations 

including ''obiectiwty' into 'discretion' in order to normalire our interests as 



their interests: 

We explain rather than prosel ytize... We do not seek to over-persuade, but 

rather to remind our iiieners of those elements in the British case which it 

would be in their own interests to recogn~e!' 

Yet, it might be noted that this view is not constnicted on the basis of a 

siniplistic fonnalization of the other- that is, as far as they are not for us, ttiey 

are against us. Unlike naïve power-assertive American viewing of the world in 

terms of newsdiscourse (Said, ibid.), the British definition of the other is 

founded on a long relations with the worîd, and based upon an old 

experienced attitude particularly toward the East induding Iran. 

The BBC news-discourse speaks the 'truth' of the world in ternis of 

mapping it out, and thus, determines how the people of the wdd see it. As a 

myth, it represents the world to the world as a matter of fact. Like the traditional 

myth of the British policeman which is associated with concepts such as 

friendship, massurance, solidity, nonaggressiveness, and lack of fireams, that 

of the BBC conveys concepts of 'impartiality" and 'objectiveness" in the fwm of a 

representation, The BBC news-discourse is a myth as far as notions of 

'impartialii and 'objectiveness" achieve their natural state through it - that is, in 

Barthes terms, as far as the (mythic) signifier gives a kundation to its sgnified. 

One might even go further to say that it has been thmugh this mythic signification 

that the BBC has succeeded to constitute an 'identity" of its owk- that is, a very 

'%rom BEC Hancibook, 1968, written by Sr Charfes Curran, the BBC D R e c t n r a d  and M e  
Dircaor dtk E x t d  Scrvias. C i  in Hdc' (W7f.p.60). 
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specific sense of Bntishness'i Yet, as a myth, whiie (paraphfasing Barthes) it 

'hides nothing and flaunts nuthing", it anceals its very raison d'être1' - that is, to 

maintain a pmmce as a sound that crosses every border and tends to be heard 

as wund of the worid. It represents the wortd to the wrld and thus establishes 

itself as a mm#?& mtwwhich provides an immediate knowledge of the 

worfd accessible at any place at al1 times. '' This presence in a symbdic spaœ 

retains another one - that ofdd colonial Britain which presently is a lack. ln this 

regard, the myth also has concealecl its inherent dualism significantly in 

representing those who historicatly by the European Subject have been 

objectified and discursively presumed as those who cannot rerepresent tfiemselves 

- the Indians, Arabs, Penians ... Hem, of course, the BBC does not represent 

" i/KEse &o..." to a Western audience (as the case of New Y i  tims mentioned 

by Said in Oni,n&/r'srn,~ rather, the BBC represents thus? &O ~~ntwtn?present 

lHems8Eves to themselves. What in this representation counts, as Said pointed 

out (by paraphrasing Harold Lasswell)", is nat what " those dm.. ." adually are 

or think, but what they can be made to be and think. The BBC pmpaganda 

against Reza Shah in l94l  was made through reflecting the Shah as a dictatot 

venus Iranian people's desire for freeûom, democtacy and the full 

irnplementatintation of Iran Constitution - that is, reflecting our(8ritaish) interests as 



Uleir(the Iranians) interests. Even there were suggestions by the BBC that Reza 

Shah had stden the Crown jewels, used labor by force in his textile mills and 

diverted the Capital's water sources to his own vegetabie plots (Shahidi, 2000). 

Ironically, it was by the British and not the people of lran that Reza Shah had 

been seated on the ttirone in 1925. Later, during the Anglo-lranian oil dispute in 

1950-51 wtiich led to the coup in 1953 organized by Washington-London, the 

BBC was asked to explain to the lranians ("those illiterate people") what the 

Anglo-Iranian OiI Company had been doing for them, what would be the 

consequences of the nationalization of oil industry, and h m  they becorne the 

helpless tools of the nationalists and communists (Shahidi, ibid.). It should not 

come as a surprise that at the time amongst the first broadcasters of the Persian 

Service of the BBC there were at least two Onentalists who were affilated with 

Anglo-lranian Oil Company. 

The conff icb'ng meanings induced by the BBC message (the two opposing 

faces of the myth) have been shaped by such mentioned historical preeedents. 

Historically, the BBC message has been received in lran as an impartial, 

objective, retiabb accciunt, Mi le it has been also mad (decoded) as an 

ingredient of a foreign (Western) plot - a conspiracy. No wonder if the shah and 

his generals during the revolution were anxious to stop the BBC broadcast 

(Green, 1982). And no wonder if the lranian people interpreted the BBC message 



along with the messages of other Western media as part of an orchestrateci 

campaign against the Shah which had been initiated by that of US President 

Carter for human rights. This reading of the myth cannot be merely conœived as 

a refkdon of the so-called Persian fatalistic psyche (Amuzegar, 1993). Rather, it 

was a reading nounshed by a collective experience and can be defined only in 

the context of lran relations with the West and particularly, as noted before, in 

context of the long and traumatic history of Anglo-lranian relations. Although lran 

has been never colonized by a Westem power, it has experienced al1 the 

traumas of colonized nations. In other words, lran has b e n  colonized, but in the 

absence of colonirer, and thus, subjected to hidden intrigues and intementions - 
the unseen hands of conspiracy. Furthemore, such a reading was not a mere 

utilkation of the message by the receivers (Serbemy and Mohmmadi, 1994), it 

was provided as a preMreiading by the message itself. This very textuai 

feature of the BBC message will be explored in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE MESSAGE 

The Big Ben, a sound from somewhere else. .. 
The sound of the Big Ben bel1 chiming at the beginning of the programs 

broadcast by the BBC (World S e ~ k e )  is an iconic sign which connotes authonty 

and tradition as well as contemporaneity and immediacy. It is followed by a short 

verbal sequence, a voice, that announces the Greenwich time and provides a 

consistent identity by pronouncing itseif as iF?e BBC fiom Lonabn. The Big Ben 

as a sign gives the myth of BBC news-discourse a conmte fom. In this sense, it 

denotes a presence, a sound, but this s ~ n m  in tum, operates as a s&nKwfor 

another s @ n M -  a duster of concepts obtained through a mythic s&nh%ab;on 

such as babm, -and i i . .  . These mythic amœpts as an 

overall meaning, frame the whole diseourse. As a result, any given news story is 

not wfrat has been saridas the news, rather it is what the BBC from London 



said .. . Thus, the title sequena of the BSC program denotes the B i  Ben chiming, 

but it alsa connotes a regulating, penetrating sound f i m  sume &em else, whkh 

crosses borders, restrictions, cenmhips, even jamming ... It provides an 

uncontrollable space min private space, while is ahmys rieceived from a 

distance, a remote c8ntec Merein everyttiing seerns organized, epficient. and 

juston a univm/aed bine. 

Radio is a blind medium. b message as an aura1 dimurse consists of 

scrunds and silence. It is coded through auditory codes and as an array 

dominated by [inguistic signs, exists in time rather than in space (CriseIl, 1994, 

p.6). Thus, it is a linear sequence of signifier's that can be only received one at a 

time (Hartiey, 1982, p.31). Radio wund signifies a presenœ (as silence in radio 

discourse signifies a la&) which is conventionally emphasized by deploying a 

spoken mode for radio language. Even the news as script& speech in radio 

dedares -If as an un-script&, authorfess text that is supposed to have 

originated from the event itseif. Such a restriction gives the radio message a 

fictional nature. Everything has to be told, and thus, things are "imaginafy" rather 

than "real"(Crisell, ibid.,pp.8-Il). Aceording to such a restriction - mat is, the 

strictiy verbal component of signifia's in radio message, mis chapter will examine 

the 00C newsdiscaurse as a &cZW k6im in order to show how it has as a text 

translated the ev8nIs into m i i - r g b y  organizing their account through foms 

detemined by a narrative mare.  



The p m n t  chapter has adopted the method of textual analysis 

(Hartley1982; Harüey and Montgomeryl985; Bigne111 997) and used a selectïon 

of the BBC news texts broadcast to Iran from November, 1, 1978 to Febniary, 

11, 1979, as its material basis. Since the audio texts of the broadcast programs 

have not been accessible (almost not available), this analysis is confined to 

written texts of the news stories. The narrative structure has been assumeci, 

hem, as the most &~ns/afab/e ttextual featun compared to the semantic, stylistic 

and rhetorical structure of news. Thus, the selected news texts will be analyzed 

based on the original version (English) and not in their bmadcast version 

(Persian). For the purpose of this analysis, a sum of 80 news items in 100 pages 

has been randomly selected from about 1000 pages that covered the period 

under study. The news texts have been selected brrn BBC Written Center 

(WAC) and will be referred to according to their formats (news story, dispatch, 

talk) and to their date of broadcast. The period under study is significant because 

of a crucial role that was played by the BBC. It was during this period that, as 

noted in the second chapter, the BBC, as the main source of the information, 

filled a vacuum left by the domestic mass communication black out. 

In analyzing the narrative structure of the BBC news, the present chapter 

begins with the assumption that, as Tuchman (1976) maintained, there is not an 

antithetical relationship between reporting 'factss and producing 'tales'. News, so 

far as it tells story (through language) about reality, is not reality itself (Bird and 

Dardenne, 1988). News, as one of the almost infinite number of narrative forms 

in the world (Barthes, 1988), constnicts a sequenœ of events in time, and thus 



renders a structure upon which it can be fwmally analyzed. Yet, it is worth 

remembering that such a treatment of news does not deny its informative 

function by ascribing an 'invente# nature to it. Such a treatment cm be seen as 

an effort to put news as a text in specrfie symbolic space by revealing its 

discursive eonstituents. ln other words, it is an effort for exploring ' enduring 

symbolic system of news", which frames the changing 'fadsw, 'names" and 

details, and thmugh it, audiences ieam more than any other informative, 

pmvocé1tive, and entertaining amponents of news (Bird and Dardenne, ibid.). 

F rom a narrative approsch, news story basically depicts a 'disnrptbn" 

in a state of affairs, a jack of "equilibrium", and in responding to a provoked 

"desire' for "resolutionW or 'tNth", it pronounces some speculation or opens up 

some perspectives. Thus, the n m  $tory moves from 'present" to 'future". The 

basic narrative structure of equilibrium+dbruption + equilibrium, can be 

seen in the fom of the news story as b e k  

(Past) .-+ prerent -b (futum) 
(équitibtium as backgmund) disruption [qui/ibnum) 

speculations /possible 
perspectives/ expctations, + 
questions, etc. + 

M i n g  to this structure, news story provides a Trame" for depicting evenG, 

which, in faet, operates as a signifier foP what is sQnified -that is, what the 

audience perceives as a meaningful acceiunt of events. The frame consütutes the 

n a m M y  of news in t m s  of the paradigrnatic and syntagmatic order of its units 

as well as its *fâdualRy' in tens of a denotative spaœ in the text. This textual 



frame, in any given instance, implies a 'preferred' reading by positioning a 

s u w f o r  the audience, h i l e  at the same time, it naturalizes itself as a t w  

representation. 

In dealing with the narrative construction of the BBC news-discourse, this 

study attempts to adapt Barthes' model of analyzing narrative (1974; 1988) as a 

methodological basis. Such a model, though originally elaborated upon as a 

stmtegy for the interpretation of literary works' , hem serves to show, firstly, the 

generic structure of the BBC news as narrative; and, secondly, its canstrucüon of 

representation as discoutse. In this respect, the narrative text is regarded as a 

signifying process which manifests itself as a network of meaning. The analysis 

tends to explain such a network by identifying the various codes that detenine 

the meaning(s) in the text. For this purpose, the news text is regarded hem as a 

cluster of codes which operate through connotative level of signification. 

Following Barthes' textual microanalysis in S/Z the news story will be segmented 

(though arbitrary) into a series of reading units, or blocks of signification (k& in 

Barthes' ternis) and the codification of each segment will be explored. The 

meaning of the story as a whole can be investigated through the relationship of 

the segments within the text. This overall meaning is, in fact, a 'secondary" 

relationship between the textual segments through which the news as a narrative 

text ftames the reality. 



The Codes (Levek of Meairing); Definitions 

More proçeeding to analyze the selected texts some clarifications in terrns of 

detinition hem are necessary. The meaning(s) scattered through the narrative 

text can bel deliberately, identified in certain levels according to what has been 

enumerated by Barthes as main codes uperating in the text. The codes, here, are 

regardeci as associative fields (in Barthes' tenns); as supratextual organization of 

notations which pmvide a bndge between a given text and other text, and thus. 

maintain a meaningful perspective as cultural and historical instances within the 

text. In the news, like the other foms of narrative, the codes detemine the 

various levels of meaning as fragments (again in Barthes' terms) of what have 

been already read, seen, done, or experienced. Thus, as the " wake of that 

already" the codes consütute an IRte&!xtfor the news as a narrative text. 

According to their specific functions and operation in the selected news story, 

these codes can be identified and proposed (based on Barthes' model) as the 

main levels of meanings: 

1) Semic code: Linguistically, "seme" is defined as a unit of the signifieci. The 

semic code operates in the news as a unit of signification and comprises proper 

names (persans, places.. .), descriptive âetails. it thematizes some of those 

questions that a news story intends to answer (M, Mm, who...). The 

following example can be identifid as the operational field of this code: 

... An estirnateci Iialfd-rmgKxl I-ns are taking paft in a huge raliy in 

Tehan caHed by andpohbfleaders oppose to the Shah and military 

led govemmenl 7Re cmwds, waving banners and picture of the exned religious 



leader, Aya-h lVldmek74 am gaîheting in SiMnyad Square in the center of 

Tehran to hear speeches from the opposition leaders. The cnrrvd sang, 

demanding an ls/amic repubficand an end to links with the ~esf.? 

A proper name functions in the text as semic code ü~rough a set of attributes or 
through conceptual formation which is clustered around it, as in hnro following 
exampies: 

Sta/bng hm v i r t u a l ~ ~  he poveida] esîablished himsel as a popuLrand 

flamboyant Prime Minister th an era of expanding @? 

A BBC correspondent said !he Shah w s  SmiKng, but thete ws inevtXabiysome 

sh ih  In his fice.' 

The specific function of th8 semic code can be identified in the news texts as 

connoting objectivity, impartiality, transparency (mythic connotation); subject 

positioning through defining a situation; exposing a set of power relations or what 

Hartley and Montgomery (1 985) suggested as reiQtiona1 dlmensh 

Unless unexpacted new cnil;dian suppoit surfaces for D~Bakhbiar; the 

aisis in Iran may scatcefy be anected by his efforts to fonn a g m m e n t .  

Tne ShMs pn'ncipk opponents-the Mushm clergyand in particular Vle 

exi/&lAyatolk,h îûmwhiin Par&, anâ the nabionaf hn&how no signs 

of k ing willing to comprcmise. T b  saikes and demonstrations in their 

support are as salid as ever ... 5 

2) Henneneutic code or the code of "enigma": This code, according to Barthes, 

provides an enigmatk "space" in the semic sperce of narrative. It is a *signifie# 

which &ses to connote. It posits the situation as an enigma and speculates a 

solution(s) for it. The enigma code also operates in the news texts as a code of 



"rumor". In this sense, the code is a signified which refuses to denote. The 

specific function of the hermeneutic code in the news texts can be identifiecl as 

connoting dismption as an enigma; providing ' ~ u r e a  for narrative by 

mentioning possible perspective, or sirnpiy by restating the enigma. In this sense, 

the enigma code operates as a phabbcode and thus maintains only the relation 

betwwn narrator and narratee. The fotlowing example can be read as an 

enigmatic instance in a newsdispatch: 

3) Proairetic code or the code of action: this code connotes a meaningful order 

for events in the narrative (news). it operates at the syntagmatic level of the 

narrative, detemines the genenc value of an action (an explosion, strike, 

shooting ...) and constitutes a temporal and casual sequenœ for the events in the 

narrative (chain of events), The code also connotes the agency of the perms, 

groups and masses involved in the event: 

... Whik Gonetal Azhari ws spf?kirng, much of Tehran i19s bhcked wtby an 

elecûicrty vuorken' stlike; #e fitst in a pknnedsenks ofpcnIa'w/&inspirpd 

acbons by them? 

... And in =me cases iî's daimad tanks dmve Inro lYle pivI$stets and m M  
fiem to deah Tmps are afso reported to have opened m o n  the tesidence of 

the Ayatollah Shirazî, Many people diedin the attacks, according to the 

opposition, but the spintual M e r  himseif managed do escape6 



4) Symbolic code or symbolic field: For defining such a level of meaning in news 

text, the "symbot" has been taken in broad sense of the word. This code posits 

groundwork for the 'symbolic structure" of the narrative. It is through this code 

that news text renders implicitly its intrinsic binary oppositions through 

articulating the relationship between opposed cultural, political and personal 

constitutives of events. Thus, it provides a discursive zone specifically in the 

editorials (talks) as well as other formats of the news: 

... Wthout doubt, what the world is witnessing in Iran is the impact of 

extensh-e economic devebpnrent on a s0ctOCt&ty wtrich combines n7 

e m m e  fOrm the elements of modemkm [sicjand backwardness, 

Mue jean and Orre powier of an aged and e x i ~  ~ya&//aff. 

... Mashad b a hoiy a-v, a anter Ibrpigrimages, and Iwo wwks ago 

soldiers were reported to have opened fim on wwrshrpe~ M ale p ~ c h &  

of üre Imam R ~ . ' O .  

5) Cultural cade or historical code: a code that govems the text in ternis of 

refemng to other texts, other discourses (a body of knowledge, a common 

wisdorn, public opinion.. .): 

... A change in Iran's poïitical alignment could produce a decisive &ange 

in tne strategic balance of puwer wer a g ~ p a r t  of are g/&." 

Mhough the cultural code can hardly be isolateci h m  semic and symbolic codes 

in news story, as a body of knowledge (historical), it lays the ground upon which 

"mythic" meaning of the BBC news-discourse is conveyed. The following 



examples can be identified as the a-ative fields of the cultural (historical) 

code that were decoded by the audiences as a campaign against the Shah was 

planned by the Western Powen: 

... Labour Mernhts of Pad.ment have been cwnphimuirg husewral 

weeks now fo have the Queen visit Ic Iran ear&neAtyearcance//ed. And 

many of Ulem have a/so been cnüiw/ of Bn%h Govemmenfs continuhg 

support of the shah.'* 

The Time today devoîes fis Main sdiiorial to the tûtun? of Ule monarCnyin 

lm, which it sees as necessary ta the future stabMy of that country. But 

it draws a clear distincbon between the survival of the monarchy and the 

continuance of the shah's rule. ' 
This code also connotes common sense; naturalizes what has been connoted 

thmugh symbolic and sernic codes in the narrative text of news: 

. . . Generalïy speaking, pople remah con&nt so h g  as the va/ues seem 

to be In hamony MI? lfre mryday wrfd ItiS when #e &diibnal vafues 

have been undennhed and are behg wide& questioned that people /ose 

tnekbeanngs and bewme awte& aware of drre Iir/usûëe of socie~" 

Needless to say, that there are some other codes operating in radio discourse 

such as d e  of order; cade of intewlew, musical fr'arning, vox pop and the like. 

Vet, due to unavaiiability of the audii texb of the BBC program, this analysis 

does not include those d e s  and their operations. 

The analysis hypothesizes a typical representation for the BEC newsdiscourse 

and tries to explain it thmugh investigating the narrative moments and the way in 



which these moments have been constntcted in the selected texts. Thus, for 

expbring the ''secondary* refationship M n  the textual segments of news 

story, each segment will be examined in ternis of its codification-That is, by 

exposing its codes and showing the contribution of each code in providing 

narrative moments of Ibcusing, riaa/&hngand cbsing. For this purpose, first, one 

single news item will be focused and analyzed in details; and second, by 

comparing its narrative components with identical compnents in the other news 

texts; third, the analysis attempts to define a 'ftaming thmugh which, the news 

text represented the revolutionary events and thus, rendered a preiérredreading. 

The selected news item in 'dispatch' format exemplifies the most 

recurrent features of the news-texts under question and will be referred to in this 

analysis as exemplary text. It represents the violent demonstrations in Tehran in 

November 4,1978, which escalated on November 5 (the Day Tehran Burned). 

Consequently, total martial law was imposed, the Prime Minister Sharif-Emami 

and his ciw'lian cabinet resigned and were replaçed by a military government 

headed by General Azhari. At the time bal newspapers were on strike and no 

one believed the information disseminated by fie govemrnental media. 

The Exemplary fext 

CUE: In the lranian capital, Tehran, ifs been a day of mounting political excitement as 
wll as widespread floting and desauEhon Ki at least five people are believed ta 

have k n  killed. From Tehran. Andrew WhiUey reports. 

SEG. 1) 

Gangs of demonsMm on the fmpge  wredred shop anci banks over a wÏde 

area of central Tehran and even attacked the presügious Intercontinental Hotel 

where many foreigners are shying. In mponse to Wephoned thnats the Hiiton 

Hoteiinthenorthofthedtyatsodusedits ~béveryonéexœptres idents .  



As dusk fell the IigM of bonfires buift by the demonstrators out of tires and loated 

material could be seen over a wide area. 8y then the funrthg battfes with troops 
that had lasted for five or six hours were dying dom, The trouble began, 

prediibiy, around the main campus of Tshran University. After a mass meeting 

within its grounds severai hundred students and other yaung peopfe cliarged out. 

hurling stones at the amy units stationed nearby. ln the shooting that ensued 

unconfirmed reports say five demonstrators were killed and an unknown number 

of athers injured. After a brief hi, gangs of ybuths spmd out in afi direetions 

causing havoc. On one major street near the International Hotel, every bank had 

had its windows systematicaiiy srnashed. It was the worst day of violenœ in the 

Iranian capital sinte the imposition of maRial taw eigM weeks ago. 

SEG. 2 

The revival of trouble underlined the urgency of the pohtical m e s  ~ n n  under 

way to install a new government capable of ebmmanding public confidence and 

ending the bloodshed. A fornier Brih'sh Foreign Secretary, Lord George Brown, 

has been visiting lran and seen a wide range of figures, induding the Shah, 

leaders of the opposition National Front, and the most influential religious leader 

in the country, Ayatdlah Shariat Madari. And in hi8 opinion a broad consensus 

naw exits on the formation of a new G m m e n t ,  repfaftng that of Prime Minister 

Sharif-Emami. If the last hurdles in these highly dehcate negotiaüons can be 

overcome it is expsded that the Shah wiii go on television in the next day or two 

to announœ the formation of a g m m e n t  in wtn'ch the Nationai Front would 

play a leading part, for the Krst time for a quarter of a century. The Front's leader, 

Dr. Karim Sanjabi, is expacted to sue the Shah soon Mer rsturning to Tehran 

fm Pans after an unsuccessfut attempt to persuade the Shah's rnost impfacaMe 

opponent, Ayatollah Khomeini, to moderate his position. 

SEG. 3) 

The big impandembk, of mm, is haw wili Ayatdlsh Khomcini and his many 

fallawers within lran react ta the sort of new governrnent mat seems ta be in 

the Ocling? 



The first segment of the news story presents a sequence of events through a set 

of different codes connoting a disnrptive situation. It is followed by segments 2 

and 3 that present possible persmve(s) for re-establishing equilibrium as the 

final moment of the narrative. The equilibrium as the first narrative moment has 

been ptesented hem through a "lack" which has been focused and explicated 

first by *cucu as, ' . . . mounting political excitement, widespread rioting and 

destruction in Tehran", and then in the body of the story as, ' the worst day of 

violence in the lranian Capital'. It should be noted that, equilibrium as the first 

narrative moment, as a background for the current events, has seldom been 

pronounced in the news-stories and newsdispatches. Yet, there are talks 

(editorials) that deal with this moment in tems of a 'past', a political, economic 

condition from which the 'disrupted present' has been generated: 

Over the fast dscads Iran has had two basic problems, one 

economic aie dher pdkaf, The pofrticai proùîem was essentmffy 
th& power was concentratecl in the hands of a tiny elite centered 
on the Shah and that the majofity of the country's inhabïnts fsR 

exduded frcm govemment and iEs bPneMs. The economic p t o b  was 

simply that Iran's vast incorne from oil exports allowed its rulers to 

dispense with caution and opt for undi'pîined politics of rapid gmrrlh.ls 

This past has also been presented by codifying the Shah as a semic: 

Events have mond smftly in lm this year. Twehm months ago 

The Shah seemed to kfimity ni contraf and ttie Rastalrhïz Party, 



or, 

His Mcially spomred p o i i i l  gmuping, was the oniy legal 

~ofiücat ~rganization.'~ 

The Shah's appeal to nation, admission of the pas! excuses, 

emn, and camiption and promise to redify these was effeaivs 

emotionally but a cnücal question was the degree ta wtiich these 

words would have concrete meaning." 

The lack of equilibrium as a disniptive situation in the basic text has b e n  

realized through a set of descriptive details- that is, a duster of semic codes 

(proper names of the places) and proairetic codes (sequence of events in ternis 

of the actions such as attack, hurling Stones, shooting ...). The text c o d i i  as 

such, constructs a narrative as being nanated by a reporter (though here an 

effaced narrator) at the location (equals an eyewitness) and thus, the segment as 

a wtiole connotes the objectivity (the mythic meaning), transparency, and 

immediacy of the BBC's report (always at the spot). In the subsequent dispatch 

broadcast by the BBC on November 5, the uncertain political situation in Tehran 

has been dealt with as a 'continuousa news story and presented through semic 

and proairetic d e s .  Yet, the presenœ of the reporter as an extension of the 

BBC, an always reliable, objective, impartial voice (mythic meaning) at the 

location has been emphasized: 

A university leauter toid me that a few minutes ago he saw two men in 

amy unifom assisting in tfte generaf o t ~ y  of destmction as another 
foreigner watched demonstrators ernbraang soldiers and dimbing ont0 
theif tnick~.'' 



By the statement of " unconfimed reports say five âemonstraton were 

killed and unknown nurnbr of others injureda, the segment opens up a spaœ hr 

a specific encoding and decoding. This staternent provides a code which might 

be named as "code of nimor". The audience simply decodes the message 

as " the BBC said that, then it is confirmeci ...* By stating the "unconfirmed 

reportsm, the brosdcaster here mystifies the source of information in order to 

present the content of rumor as a fact (Pliskin, 1980). From a semiotic 

perspective, hem the sender deploys an "accessed voiœn which is according to 

Hartley (1982) separateci from the reporter's own voice (account) in order to 

connote impartiality, 

and thus, to pmvide the effect of reality: 

The huge Tehan b a r  has reopened after several weeks shut- 

d m ,  but welt Mmmd sources expect it to ciose again in a few 

days' tirne.'' 

Yesterâay (Sunday), soidien in the easïem t m  d Mashad shot 

a cMfiarr dem-o~s, kilbg as many as sevm hundred of 
them. acwrding to sorne estimates." 

An ArneMn ernbessy spkesmn here said the genenl pobert 
Huyset] did visit hart. fmm the to time but he traa no knowtedge of 

his present wttereabauts. Ws a comment th& doesn't cornpletely 

discount the report but ifs Mit hem that the Mi by a top Amencan 

rniïiitary figure D unlikety? 



No daubt the gavemment wiü strongîy dsny thii, though the 
carb'ng away of bodies by the amrg and burying ütern seaeüy is 

widely held tu be a cornmon pra~t ice.~ 

It was through mis code that the BBC validated and widely rwÏrculated 

the information which had been wught by the receivers of the message in the 

"liminal" period of the revoluüon - a pend in which, amrding to Pliskin, one 

order was breaking dom and was not yet replaced by another one (ibid., 

p. 58). The disniptive situation at the narrative level of the text signifies the 

liminal period, the in-between state of the revolution and aius, positions a subject 

seeking expianation for what is unknown (ambiguity of the events, the situation). 

The code of nirnor explains, ' H a t  is unknown" through ' M a t  is known". The 

BBC at the time broadcast a M o n  of news and rumor throughout the country: 

Then are still persistent rumon in Tetiran th& a new civilian govemment is 

about to befomied...23 

In the capital, the mood just befom the Ayatoiiati's aMaI is a strange 

mgdure of tremendaus excitement and m u s m .  Rumots are Prying m n d  

about possible ccups and, more unlikely, about the retum of the Shah. '' 
Thus, by quoüng comments, opinions, speculations and estimations from other 

sources (groups, indMduals ...) the BBC news-discourse presented the desired 

information h i l e  maintaining its position as an impartial and reliaMe "institutional 

voice". ln the texts under question, various fonns of "accessed voiœ" can be 



distinguished which were used for presenüng and even conducting information 

Senior doctors in Mashhad induding the heads of the medii l  school there, daim 

th& aitogether, about MO peupie were ki~ed?' 

In a statement issuecl h m  the smaii villa outside Pa ris... The Ayatollah has 

called on his followtn to urid«take a mpagn of cMl diimce, Mckiding a 

refusal to pay taxes, an embargo on oil exports and a campaign of denunciation 

of the Shah during the month of rsk'gious mouming which begins in 

Decernber ... the message bas gone to refigious leader, studerrts, gruups. 

shopkeepers and trade unions.= 

Earliir Ayatollah Khomeini told his kllowers -the overwtidming majority of the 

population - to ignore the new curlew starang in the rniddie of the aftem~on.~' 

The segment 2 of the exemplary text opens up a perspective on restoring 

equilibrium in terms of re-establishing "public confidence' and "ending the 

bloodshed which has been realued through a combination of semic and 

proairetic codes. This perspective has been also provided and ernphasized by 

employing another accessed voice in the form of a comment made by Lord 

Brown: 

... in his [Brown] opinion a broad consensus now exists on formation of a 

new government, replaang ttiat of Prime Minister Sharif-Emami. 

In the texts under study, quotifig ftom the British and Arnerican sources 

(individuals, newsmedia ...) can be seen as a recurrently used km of accessed 



voice. Yet such a device has been utilired rnainly for presenting a conflicting view 

in ternis of comments and counteramments on the issues such as the future of 

the Shah, lran stability, Western interests in lran and the like. Whether intended 

or unintended, the outcome of such a device was a message open to two 

difkrent ways of reading- that is, while it was encoded as an impartial refiection 

of varied attitudes amongst the Western authonties, it was decoded as the shaky 

status of the Shah who was supposed to be fimly supportecl by the Western 

powers at the time of crisis (rnythic meaning of the message); e.g. a comment by 

President CarW 

Though wtien he [President Carter] was asked whether he thougM the 

Shah would sunrive hrs answer was more than smewhat tactfess, * t du 
not know", ' f hope 

which is followed by a countercornment stated below in the same text: 

In the view of Richard Helms, who is both a former diredor of the 

American Central l r t tet l im Agericy and a fornef Us ambassadot to 

Iran, the Shah has been a loyal friend ofthe US and the US in retum 

should make sure he survives. 

Or another accessed voice in the form of a quotation from a newspaper. 

It [Financial Times] argueci that the Wesfs interest lay in the stabiii of 

the country anct mt f i  ttn survivat of a padbtlar march. 

which is followed in the same tex? by: 

Mr. Temple-Moris [a ~~ MP] says he agrees with the Financiai 
Times that the fdï@us Wtrs ate not strong m g h  tu m u r e  an 



lsiamic state but, he says, they are sttong enough in present 
cimimstance to ensure chaos, and mat is the important point 

In realuing the mentioned perspective, the segment 2 as a sernic unit 

locates a set of proper names in the narrative sequence. The proper names such 

as George Brown, the Shah, Sharif-Emami, Karim Sanjabi, Ayatollah Shariat- 

Madan and Ayatollah Khomeini have been also isolated through a cluster of 

proairetic code in tenns of visiting, replacing, negotiating, announcing . . . By 

codifying the proper names as sernic and the value of their action in the syntagrn 

of the narrative (provided by pmiretic d e s ) ,  the perspective has been realized 

according to a s6t of power relations exposed in the flow of the discourse: 

Lord George Brown: has been visiting ... connotes an active agency; connotes 

involvernent of Western powers; code of çonspiracy; mythic meaning. 

The Shah: has been visited, has been expected to announ ce... connotes a 

passive agency; no adjective has been mentioned for this name in the text. 

Sharif-Emami: as the Prime Minister, he is supposed to be replaced ... another 

passive agency. 

Karim Sanjabi: the National front's leadec his agency has been transfomed 

fmm an active to a passive after his unsuceessful efforts to persuade Ayatollah 

Khomeini in Pans to moderate his position. 

Ayatollah Sharist Madari: oodified as the most influential religious leader in the 

country; an active agency at the time of reporting. 

Ayatollah Khomeini: c o d i i  as semic in ternis of adjective as well as 

conceptual formation within the text the most implacable opponent of the Shah; 



He does not moderete his position against the Shah; a religious figure in exile 

with many falldwer within Iran; an active agency. 

Yet, the exposed relations of pwer have already been depictecl through 

symbolic codification in terms of a primary oppositim around w h i  the text is 

structured. This primary or basic opposition can be seen in the segment one as 

"the people1', as an agency, versus the "structure". Segment 1 as a semic unit, in 

fact, shows the extent of visibility of such an agency in imposing its power on 

whatever represented the structure - shops, banks, international hotels., . The 

pfimary opposition in the text frames a set of derived or mndary  binary 

opposition upon which the nanative has proceeded and a homology has been 

established as the underlying structure of the story. These primary and derived 

oppositions can be seen as the symbolic codification of the exemplary text as 

Pnhary, the people structum - - 
~ B C C H ~ C I ~ ~ ~ :  opposition 1 government 

Accordhg to these binary oppositions, Ayatollah Khomeini has been posited 

Khomeini 
dernonstrators 
students 

against the Shah and a homology has been made by -ng up a relationship 

the Shah 
amy wiits 

between him and the movement, dernonstrators on one hand, and between the 

Shah and amy, banks, hotels (equsls westernizat-on, modem kation...) on the 

other. Furthemore, at the discursive levei, the reiationship between Khomeini 

and "public confideiice" has been taken to be equivalent to the rdationship 

between üte Shah and "bloodshed". 



The seleded news texts may be seen to be strudured around the same 

basic binary opposition of the people versus structure whidi subsumed other 

oppositions as follows: 

Secular 
corporeal 
modemization 
govemment 
didatorship 

regime 
elite 

religious 
spirituai 
tradition 
m o m t  
W o m  
oppasition 
masses, majority of 
country inhabitants 
etc. 

Thus, the Shah has been posited against the whole nation and related to 

modemization and rapid g M  as well as to oppression, elitism, westemization, 

corruption and seculariration ... And Ayatollah Khomeini as the leader has been 

related to the tradition, masses, the excluded, new expectation, the oppresseci 

and so on. Through such homologies a binaristic vierw of the events has been 

provided by the 8BC that can be regardeci as a renection of the "development 

paradigm" in dealing with Third Wodd issues: 

The Shah doubtless has problems which an? unique to him and his 

country, but irr a wider context the pmbhts of Iran are shared by 

atl other wuntries which are undergoing experience oi economic 

developmen! and social modemaation.1° 

It is wortti noting that such a view, however, was compktely different from 

that which was wlüvated in their audience (domestic or intemational) at the time 

by the majority of other Western (mostly Amencan) news organizaüons 



(Hamelink, 1985). Based on the same binary oppositions, though by different 

homologies, those organizations viewed the Shah as the modem leader, one 

who is equal to progress, develogment ...(g ood) and one who was challenged by 

an unlikely coalition of Moslem tradionalists and ieftists which are equal to 

obstruction of progress, hindenng devefopment . .. ( bad): 

Moslems of the dominant Shi'ie sect ara opposed to the Shah's 

efforts to modemize ... by granting freedom to woman and 

redistributing church Iands ...(A ssociated Press, October 29, 1978)~' 

The Shah a b  has broad base of popular support, particulary in the amy, 

and among farmen, and a newiy neated industriai working dass, who 

have benefited from land reforms. (TIME, June 5.1978)~~ 

The last unit of the text (segment 3) as a fragment of semic space 

provides a "dosure" for the narraüve in terms of a hermeneutic code which hem 

restates the enigmatic situation and requests a solution for it: 

The big imponderable, of mume, is h m  wi[l Ayatoilah Khomeini and his 

rnany @llowers within Iran reaet to the smt of new g m m e n t  that seems to ûe 

in the offing? 

Ayatollah Khomeini as a semic code has been termed by the conœptual 

formation of 'imponderability of his readion". This m i o n  is thematized as a 

big questionn by which the values of the rnentioned actions in the previous 

segment have been conditioned and as a result, al1 the efforts to re-estabiish 

equilibnum are suspended. Thus, ttie d e  requests an answer for the question 

that has already risen as a perspective in the narrative. In this respect, the last 



hemeneutic sentence renders an overall meaning, a secondary relationship 

between the textual segments and frames the whole story. Thus, the mentioned 

moment in the Iranian revolution has been framed in the exemplary news text as 

a tenacious confrontation of the people and the govemment - of those who are 

ready to be killed (and some of them have been actually kilfed) and those who 

are ready to kilt ... Such a confrontation reveals the highly vulnerable status of the 

Shah and his paralyzed govemment in challenging the movement. As a natural 

and legitimate outwme of this confrontation, the news story, thmugh ifs 

"dosure', registen the hegemonic role of the Ayatollah Khorneini in the formation 

of a leadership for the whole movement. Any change in the syntagmatic location 

of this hermeneutic sentence (removing it from the closure of the narrative and 

relocating it, for example, as one of the components of the segment two) will alter 

the overall signification of the story, and thus, irnpiy a diifferenta preferred 

reading". 

There is a cornmon gmund, as Hartley and Montgomery (1985) pointed 

out, between news and political stmggle that can be teimed as popular 

discourse. It can even be said that the news in striving for danty and impartiality 

tends to use populisrn as a means to make sense of the events. In this sense, 

the BBC broadcast news to Iran provided the revolution with a populist dimurse. 

Yet, such a discourse was, in fact, a reflection of what had already been 

deployed effectively by the revduüon itself. The BBC reiiected it in ternis of a text 

open to " aberrant" decoding, and as a narrative of day-by-day stmggle of the 

32 lbid 



lranian pmple against the dictatorial mgime of the Shah. Thus, the 8BC news- 

diseourse constructeci a nanatm as an inciuded, present, visible political 

agency - the peopb whose presence, visibility and ml agency had ken 

excluded and ignored for a h g  t h e  by the lranian govemmt from any 

mediated discourse. In a revolutionary situation, the BBC news-dimurse 

provided this narra& with the information, evaluations, and to some extent 

instructions H i l e  wltivating in hiMer a legitimate image of the movement, and 

more importantly, a legitimate, natumked: religiws leadership for it Unlike the 

most Western media which at the time were waging a kind of war against lran 

and the revolution (Said, 1997), the BBC legitimized the revolution by reflecting 

its populist discourse and thus mobilized the lranian audience into an active and 

well-informed support of it. 

The following examples show two different cuîtivated messages in 

projecting the Iranian crisis. The first example is from the San Francisco 

Chronicie which cultivates a distorted imaw of the opposition against the Shah 

(Hamelink, 1 985): 

What kind of govemment of lran is imaginable without the Shah? 

[HERMENWE c.] The Ayatoffah Ruholiait tütomeini. the intransigent, 

readionary, ShÏie teligious leader [SEMIC c.], wants to set up an lsiarnic republic 

wn by the mullahs. wiVi wornen show thsir piacs-The aging figura is now t ing  

in France [SEMIC c.]. Rora Le& of the New York Times [ACCESSED vo.) 
intem-ewed him the other day. Shc was obliged tu remove her shoes, mver her 

h a  and shwldsrs with a large white eotton square drapad so that aniy the eyes 

showed, and kneef Mofette ayabM to ask questions (PROA tRETIC c.1- it 

would be hard to convince us that PERSPECTfw any modem State as large 

as and sconornicaliy adva- as lran muid concsivably be niW sucœasfu1ly or 



for long by the khd of fianatic priesîhood [SYMBOLIC c.] that Khmni 

syrnbaIates. (Novernber 10.1 978y3 

The second example is form the 08C and refieets the same setüng - another 

Ayatollah (Shariat-madari) being visited by a Western reporter, in Iran in 

The home of ayatollah Sharïat Madari, who is 76, a wise and kindiy lwking figure 

in his black robe wrth M h g  gray beard but nevertttekss a fim man [SEMIC 

c.], who wighed his wods carefuiîy when he was inteMewed and took his time 
wer answering each question [SEMIC c.]. How, I askacl, did his posiüan - hi8 

stand in Iranian p o l i  diffa frwm that of the d e d  AyatoHah tVromeini? 

[HERMENEUTIC c.] Asked such a direct question, he repliecf that " Ayatollah 

Khomeini woutd prefsr to state to you hb m o n  and you can make up your own 

rnind. " Ayatollah Shariat-Madari went m to say [ACCESSED m.]: " aur duty as 
reiigious leaders is mereIy to guide the people." On the question of the Shah's 

Mure, weii, that was for the nation to decide through a referendum or by the 

people's representatives # Parliament fPERSPECftVQ ftte pmbiern was, he 

said, th& the people were just not being mnsuited ... . Then, as tu the future, I 
asked, mat did he se8 for Iran? [PERSPECTiVE 21 "1 see a bright Mure," 
[SYMBOtK; c.] tte repfied. " but ttow many Ming the= wiîl be befwre A m e s  

about we don't k m .  The people cannot tolerate this didatorship [SYMBOUC c. 

1 CLOSURQ for 

The tM1 quoted pieces cultivate tM, different images, or, in other words, they 

present tM1 distinct fiamings amrding to their différent codifications which 

operated first at the verbal plane of the text - difbrent connotations of the used 

wrds such as "intransigent", "reactionarf or "kindly Iooking", "a fim man". . .and 

as the constitutive of their narrative structure - fanatic priesthood versus a 

modem State (the first example); and, the people versus a dictatorial regime (the 



second example). They also construct two different narratees - The first stoiy, 

that of San Francisco Chronicle, addressed us, (versus they), while the BBC text 

addressed the lranian people as an "induded" audience. Thus, no wonder if, as 

Hamelink pointed out, The San Francisco Chronide's text shows a total lack of 

understanding for Moslem custom (Mi custom) by stating that the reporter, 

amongst other things, was forced to kneel, because, " as several pictures show, 

in such a talk also Khomeini would be in kneeling position." Accordingly, the 

humiliation suggested by the text had never taken place. (1 985, p. 151). 

It has been argued that by reflecting the revolution as such, the BBC 

reflected reality- things that actually were happening in Iran at the time 

(Walker, t 992). Yet, it might also be argued that such a reflection was obtained 

through a mpresentational sûategy which had been deployed within the news as 

discoutse. Thus, by translating the events into a meaningful message, the BBC 

newsdiscourse played a signifiant rote as constituent of what was happening 

and of what was perceived by the audience as reality. 



Conclusion 

To fulfill a twofold purpose, this study has exploreci, though briefly, a historical 

background of the media and modern@ in Iran in order to explain the causes and 

dynamics of the revolution of 1979. The role of the BBC broadcast during the 

revolution has been dealt with in ternis of a /epresrnIrrt%n - that is, the BBC 

newsdiscourse represented the lranian revolution to itself, and thus, it opened 

up a space through which the audience, at the time, could see itself as a political 

agency against the power structure of the regime. In this space, the lranian 

people, not only saw thernseives in the revotutionary conditions, but aiso saw 

haw they wre seen under the other's (the Western media) eyes. 

In the first chapter, it was argued that the Iranian revolution of 1979 was 

not an inescapable consequenœ of the so-called m&m&tkm in a Third Worid 

country. A distinction was made biwen modemkation as a strategy for 



development of infrastructure, and mdm#yas a culture - a discursive dynamic. 

The crisis, thus, has been explained as an outcome of the Pahlavi regime's 

dichotic treatment of modem@. Such a treatment was open to modernity in 

ternis of its cornmitment to technological progress, seculan'srn, nationalism and 

cultural pluraiisrn Mile it was ckxfedto the very dynamic of modemity by 

imposing a unitary representation on the whole communication system. In the 

pmsence of anangements of modemity, but in the lack of its dynamic elements, 

a repressed identity had been shaped which was, in fact, a subjedivity deprived 

of institutional representation in tems of self-articulation through a rational 

discourse. This repressed identity manifested itseif in a set of antiniodemist 

discourses such as mMm, bWiIr'onalisrn and lslam/C #Mva/isrnI and, later, in 

the full-scale structural crisis of 1979. It was in this historical context that the BBC 

message represented the lranian people - those wtio were deprived of 

reptesentation for a long time. Furthemiore, the imposing unitary representation 

on the media apparatus by the regime resulted in incredibiiii of its wh04 

mediateci dimurse. Such an incredibility in a time of crisis, led to a vuinerability 

of the regime in challenging th opposition which could succ~ssfully utilize the 

BBC broadcast for its propagands. In this sense, the case of the BBC and the 

lranian revolution shows that intemational media could be exploited not only by 

the Western powers, but also by non-Westem people of a Third World country for 

refiecting their movement against a dictatorial, dependent, regime. 

The W C  message, according to its discursive moment of production has 

been analyzed in the second chapter as well as its moment of perception as an 



u@WwI impariiia/newsdiscoutxe. It has been shown how the BBC fimm Warld 

War II onward could achieve a reputation for " telling the truth" and thus gain an 

identii as a myth in the world of nws-casting. The formation of this myth, as a 

universalized pmsence, has been traced in a historical perspective. Furthmore, 

from a discursive approach, its ideological configuration has b e n  analyzed. It 

has been argued that, while the BEC newsdiscourse as a myth normalire, and 

natufalire its message as an impartial and objective accuunt of worid events, it 

conceals its inherent dualism - that is, constructing the events according to a 

binaristic view of the wodd, especially in representing t !  non-Western 

audiences that have been historically assumed by the Western subject (us) as 

those who cannot represent themselves. This myth, however, has been read in 

Iran through a negotiated code, and thus, as a mythl counter-myth. Interestingly 

enough, it seems that, at two historical moments (the fall of Reza Shah in 1941, 

and the 1979 remlution) the lranian audiences read the BBC message as a 

reflection of a foreign (British motivated) plot, or, as the later moment showed, as 

the component of a campaign planned by the Western Powers against the 

dictatorial monarch. 

The BBC newsdiscourse as a text has been analyzed in the third chapter. 

The analysis, based on a selection of broadcast texts, shows how me BBC 

provided the revolution with a populist discourse as a projection of what had 

been already deployed by the revolution itself. The structural determinants of the 

selected te* reveal that the BEC had presented a narrative of day-byday 

struggle of the lranian people as a visible political agency against the power 



structure of the regime. By refiedieding a revdutionary condition, the BBC 

intentionaliy or not, provided the hearer-teader with a p l e m  reiading of the 

events as a legitimate movement against the dictatonhip led by the religious 

establishment as a popular, legitimate, hegemonic leadership. Thus, the BBC 

broadcasts to Iran wlIrYaWin the audience an image of the revolution different 

from what was cultivated by the most Western media, at the time, in their 

domestic or international audiences. In this regard, the case of the BBC and the 

lranian revolution suggests a neeû to re-evaluate and ~n tex fua l i ze  of the 

debates on international communicaüons and the exchange of information. 

The occurrence of revolutions requires the âevelopment of a set of 

political and social conditions. Yet, the ocairence of the lranian revolution of 

1979 was partly, but significantly, conditioned by an international (extemal) 

development - that is, the dwindling and diminishing Western Powers' support of 

the Shah as was reflected through the Western media at the time. The BBC 

presented this development to the lnnian audiences. Such a meaning was 

conveyed by providing a preferred reading, ernphasized thmugh a mythic 

signification, and thus, perceived as a meaning beyond the words and the 

sentences of each single broadcast news story. 
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